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Previous tornado climatology research has relied primarily upon means of
tornadoes or tornado days. Understanding the variability of tornado days however, will
result in a more comprehensive understanding of the climatological distribution of
tornadoes. In a changing environment, the extremities of a distribution should change
faster than the mean of that distribution. Two methods of analyzing tornado days for
predefined areas across the continental United States using the Storm Prediction Center's
publication Storm Data from 1950 to 2011 are conducted in this study. Statistical
analysis of averages, return periods, and percentiles reveals the variability in the record
while consecutive tornado days present an alternative way to assess the seasonal
repeatability and to assess risk for historic, multi-day tornado outbreaks. The results of
this research will help to better define the traditional “tornado alley” as well as highlight
other high-risk locations, especially those with higher interannual variability.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

The loss of life from weather extremes in the United States has remained nearly
constant for most phenomena since 1960. Ignoring the two exceptions to this, floods and
heat waves, this means that most weather events have seen some decrease in the loss of
life per capita. This may largely be attributable to better forecasting, including
improvements in weather warnings, and a greater public awareness of risks. Annual
inflation-adjusted economic losses from weather extremes however, have been increasing
throughout the second half of the twentieth century (Figure 1). Considering the rising
population of the United States though, a flatter trend over time exists with only a few
large peaks in losses resulting from a couple extreme events (Figure 2) (Changnon 1999,
Changnon et al. 1997, Changnon et al. 2000). The dramatic population increase that has
occurred in the United States has helped lead to the belief that weather extremes are
becoming worse and that as a society we are becoming more vulnerable. The population
increase has resulted in an array of factors that have contributed to this apparent
vulnerability increase. These factors include the vast population increases in coastal and
other, more storm-prone, areas, the increasing value and density of property,
urbanization, and changes in public perception and awareness due to media coverage
(Boruff et al. 2003, Changnon et al. 2000, Karl and Easterling 1999). Therefore, it has
become increasingly difficult to achieve a true assessment of whether weather extremes
1

are getting worse or if only thing increasing is the economic and social vulnerability of
our society.

Figure 1

Annual losses (in 1997 dollars) in the United States to insured property
from weather extremes from 1949 to 1997

Notes: The figure is from Changnon et al. 1997 and Changnon et al. 2000.
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Figure 2

Annual losses in the United States to insured property per capita from
weather extremes from 1950 to 1996

Notes: The figure is from Changnon 1999 and Changnon et al. 2000.
Tornadoes are extreme weather events, although quite common, that can form in
severe thunderstorms and produce loss of property and life. People, and especially their
possessions, are particularly vulnerable to tornadoes due to their short warning times and
the inability to remove assets from their paths. Inflation-adjusted insured property losses
from tornadoes have increased from about $325 million annually in the 1950s to around
$370 million in the 1990s. This may largely be the result of changes in societal factors
however, as previously mentioned. Interestingly though, the loss of life from tornadoes
has actually been decreasing, which may be attributable to better warnings, the invention
of weather radar, and improved safety measures (Changnon et al. 2000). The loss of life
however, can still be very substantial as was observed in the year 2011, which recorded
550 deaths from tornadoes, ranking it as one of the worst years for deaths by tornadoes in
3

United States history (NOAA/NWS Storm Prediction Center). It is of utmost importance
therefore, to establish a firm understanding of tornado climatology. A firm understanding
would not only benefit climatologists and others whom need help putting events in
perspective, but it could also be a great educational tool and aid in the creation of better
policies and appropriate funding. Additionally, in a world that may be undergoing global
climate change, it is important to understand where tornado frequency may be changing.
In doing so, populations that are poorly prepared for these events may better be able to
prepare for them in the future.
A previous spatial and temporal analysis of the current historical tornado record
has resulted in relatively similar conclusions of areas that are at risk for tornadoes. This
previous tornado research has tended to focus on the mean number of tornadoes or
tornado days, which is a day with at least one tornado occurrence in a certain area
(Brooks et al. 2003; Broyles and Crosbie 2004; Concannon et al. 2000; Dixon et al. 2011;
Schaefer et al. 1986). While these numbers are useful for showing areas that experience
a certain number of tornadoes or tornado days in an average year, it does not account for
the climatological variability of tornadoes that can exist from year to year. Little research
has focused on the variation in tornadoes that an area experiences monthly, seasonally, or
yearly and even this research continues to focus on the mean (Brooks et al. 2003;
Concannon et al. 2000; Schaefer and Edwards 1999). The issue with using the mean to
view climatological variables is that a few outliers can greatly skew this statistic,
especially in a small sample set such as the historical tornado dataset. It would actually
be more beneficial therefore, to view the extremes of a distribution, thus getting a better
representation of the climatological normal range of an area of interest.
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The extremes of a distribution have been shown to be more sensitive to change
than the mean (Karl and Easterling 1999, Katz and Brown 1992). Consequently, an
examination of the extremities rather than the mean is more likely to reveal changes that
may be occurring in the climate of an area. Figure 3 depicts how changes in the mean
and/or the variance of a distribution produce changes that affect the extremes of this
distribution more than the mean. In order to understand better how climate extremes may
be changing, research by Karl et al. (1996) justified the creation of a CEI, Climate
Extremes Index, to better comprehend the climate extremes of the past and to better
monitor them in the future. The goal therefore, would be to become more aware of
changes to our climate as they occur and to better be able to put events into perspective.
The researchers brought to light a major gap in research on climate extremes, which is
just now beginning to be filled. To date however, no such research has focused on the
investigation of tornado extremes despite Karl et al. (1996) stating that tornadoes would
be another good field to investigate to add to the CEI. With this motivation and a general
lack of knowledge about the true variability of our current historical tornado record, the
purpose of this research will be to examine ways to fill these gaps.

Figure 3

The changes in extremes when there is a change in the a) mean b) variance
c) mean and variance

Notes: The figure is from Meehl et al. 2000.
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Objectives and Hypotheses
The objectives of this study are:
1) To establish a more-detailed climatology of tornadoes by investigating the spatial
and temporal variability of tornado days as well as any increases and decreases in
tornado days during the historical tornado record
2) To establish a more-detailed climatology of tornadoes by investigating
consecutive tornado days, defined as an individual “event” with one or more
tornado days occurring in a row within a particular grid, and whether or not the
number and intensity (i.e., total consecutive days) of events is increasing or
decreasing
3) To determine the intensity (i.e., consecutive days) for events and to define
“extreme” events using duration thresholds
The proposed research hypotheses are:
1) The more-detailed tornado climatology will reveal areas that should be better
prepared for tornadoes during extreme “high end” years as well as reveal areas
that typically see tornado droughts during “low end“ years
2) Most locations have experienced increases in the number of tornado days
3) Most locations have experienced no significant changes in the number or intensity
of multi-day tornado events
4) The distribution of tornado event duration is rather small with very few “extreme”
events, such that trends are indeterminate
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW

The background research for this topic covers a broad range, encompassing four
different topics; climate extremes, potential impacts of climate change on tornadoes,
investigation of the flaws in the historical tornado dataset, and tornado climatology.
Through these four topics and a final summary, it will be shown why there is a need for
my research and what benefits the results could have.
Climate Extremes and the Importance of Understanding them for Society
A firm understanding of climate, especially the extremes that it can produce, is
vitally important to understand, especially as greenhouse gas concentrations continue to
increase, potentially altering the climate of our planet (Karl and Easterling 1999).
Additionally, as populations around the world continue to rise, it is important to
differentiate between increased losses due to population and economic growth and those
that may be associated with more frequent or stronger weather extremes. With very little
research having previously been conducted on the extremes of our climate, we must
become more aware of the sensitivity of these extremes to change (Karl and Easterling
1999). Due to this greater vulnerability to change, as well as the increasing concern that
global climate change could bring about a more extreme climate, researchers have begun
to examine climate extremes. The creation of the Climate Extremes Index (CEI) by Karl
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et al. (1996) has shown that the climate of the United States has become more extreme
starting in the 1970s. Due to the magnitude of the change however, it is still not evident
whether this could have arisen from a quasi-stationary climate (Karl et al. 1996).
Gleason et al. (2008) proposed a revised CEI, which used all of the same indicators as the
original CEI, but changed a couple of the calculations on a few climate statistics.
Additionally, the new CEI was calculated over eight seasons or periods instead of just
one-year time spans. The results confirmed those of Karl et al. (1996) but also showed
that more change was occurring in the warm seasons than in the cold seasons (Gleason et
al. 2008). While both of these studies showed similar results, not all research on climate
extremes comes to the same conclusions.
Climate extreme research can be organized into two main categories: simple
climate statistics and event-driven extremes. Simple climate statistics are based on
events that occur every year such as extreme high or low temperatures, extreme
precipitation amounts, or increases or decreases in event frequency. The simple climate
statistics category has been associated in the literature with the development of sound
conclusions due mainly to its extensive amounts of data. The event-driven extremes
category on the other hand, includes events such as droughts, floods, tornadoes, and
hurricanes that, by their nature of sporadic temporal and spatial distribution, make
drawing conclusions more challenging (Easterling et al. 2000a). It should also be noted
that climate extreme studies are difficult for more than just their general lack of data.
The many varying periods used in different studies can make the interpretation and
comparison of results difficult, especially when trying to decipher between the effects of
natural variability in a stable climate and one that may be changing.
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Category One Climate Extremes: Simple Climate Statistics
One of the most widely researched climate extreme topics has been temperature
extremes. The popularity of studying temperature extremes is a result of the relative ease
of studying this variable due primarily to the immense amounts of data available.
Additionally, fears of global climate change have brought about an increased concern that
temperatures may be becoming extreme, especially on the upper end. Both worldwide
and in the United States of America, temperatures have been increasing in recent years,
with most of this increase occurring being reflected in the average minimum temperature
as opposed to the average maximum temperature (Easterling et al. 1997). Perhaps more
concerning however, are the trends that have been found in extreme temperatures.
In the United States, warm minimum temperatures and to a lesser degree, warm
maximum temperatures, have been increasing in frequency. Additionally, cold minimum
temperatures and cold maximum temperatures have been decreasing in frequency
(DeGaetano and Allen 2002). To the same affect, much below normal maximum
temperatures have been decreasing across the land area of the United States (Karl et al.
1996). A study that focused on just 22 primarily rural stations in the Northeast United
States also found a statistically significant trend toward fewer exceedances of cold
minimum temperature thresholds and an increase in exceedances of warm minimum
temperature thresholds. Interestingly, this study also showed that a few stations had
significant trends toward more exceedances of cold maximum temperature thresholds as
well as some trends toward fewer exceedances of warm maximum temperature
thresholds, but this may be due to changes in the individual stations (DeGaetano 1996).
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Another way to measure temperature extremes involves the investigation of
freezing temperatures, which is well documented due to the dramatic impacts these
temperatures have on crops. One study focusing on the Northeast United States found
that the frost-free season was occurring eleven days earlier in the mid 1990s compared to
the 1950s (Cooter et al. 1995). Additionally, the number of days below freezing across
the whole country has decreased across a period consisting of much of the 20th century
(Easterling et al. 2000b). In addition, it has been found that increases were occurring in
the number of greater than two-day and greater than three-day events of warm
temperature extremes and similar patterns of decreases were found in cold temperature
extreme events (DeGaetano and Allen 2002). However, no trend has been found for 10year return period extreme four-day heat episodes (Kunkel et al. 1999b). Temperature
extremes have also been rising more rapidly at urban stations than rural stations owing to
the effects of urban heat islands (DeGaetano and Allen 2002).
Considering data from across the globe, similar trends in temperature extremes
have been observed. In North America alone, the number of days exceeding 90th
percentile temperatures have been increasing at the expense of the number of days below
the 10th percentile temperature, which have been decreasing, for area-averaged grids.
The same was found when comparing extremes further out on the tails of the distribution.
Viewing actual temperature, the annual extreme lowest temperature was also warming
faster than the annual extreme highest temperature (Peterson et al. 2008). Similar results
are reflected across a large portion of Earth’s landmasses, which have been experiencing
a significant increase in the annual occurrence of warm nights (Alexander et al. 2006,
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Frich et al. 2002, Kiktev et al. 2003). A similar decrease in the annual occurrence of cold
nights has been observed as well (Alexander et al. 2006).
With nighttime temperatures warming, the number of frost days has also
significantly decreased (Frich et al. 2002, Kiktev et al. 2003). Warming has also
occurred in every season with the most warming occurring in the spring and the least in
the fall (Alexander et al. 2006). It has also been found that the minimum and maximum
temperature distributions have shown roughly equal amounts of warming on both tails of
their distributions, with the minimum temperature distribution showing this to a larger
degree (Alexander et al. 2006). Additionally, the intra-annual extreme temperature range
has been decreasing (Frich et al. 2002). In an environment that appears to be warming in
all respects, models using anthropogenic effects have led to significantly improved results
for modeling changes in extreme temperatures (Kiktev et al. 2003).
Precipitation extremes are another climate extreme statistic that is receiving much
attention. This may have a lot to do with the need for water, which helps support life,
and concerns that global climate change could result in alterations to the water cycle. In
the United States, one year recurrence events of one, three, and seven days in length
calculated for each individual weather station showed that these kinds of events were
increasing across much of the United States. The increase was especially evident across
the southwest, central Great Plains, middle Mississippi River, and the southern Great
Lakes (Kunkel et al. 1999a). Not only has the frequency of these extreme precipitation
events increased, but the intensity of these events may be increasing as well.
Precipitation amounts have increased by about 10% across the contiguous United States
during a period extending most of the 20th century (Karl and Knight 1998). Most of this
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increase resulted from heavy and extreme daily precipitation events, which have been
identified in many papers as occurring with an increasing probability and with heavier
amounts of precipitation (Groisman et al. 2005, Karl and Knight 1998, Karl et al. 1996,
Karl et al. 1995). However, the probability of precipitation has increased for all
categories of daily precipitation amount and the number of days with precipitation has
been increasing (Karl and Knight 1998, Karl et al. 1996). The gains in precipitation were
not equal across all seasons though, as the largest increases in the number of days with
precipitation may be occurring in the seasons of spring and fall (Karl and Knight 1998).
Other research has pointed to precipitation increases in the cold season (Karl et al. 1996).
Another study, which focused on a longer time period, 1895 to 2000, than other studies,
found that large natural variability in precipitation data existed and that the increases in
frequency of certain duration and return period precipitation events were nearly as high in
the beginning of the 20th century as they were late in the century (Kunkel et al. 2003).
Worldwide, statistically significant trends toward wetter conditions exist for a
majority of the world’s land area during a period covering roughly the 20th century
(Alexander et al. 2006). Looking at a shorter period, significant increases in rainfall
extremes, both in increasing number of wet days and intensity of events, along with
decreases in the number of consecutive dry days are occurring (Kiktev et al. 2003).
During the last half of the 20th century, both wet spells and heavy rain events have been
on the increase over much of the global land area (Frich et al. 2002). Most of this
increase in precipitation amount is a direct result of an increase in the amounts falling
during heavy precipitation events (Easterling et al. 2000b, Peterson et al. 2008). This is
further supported by an increase in the frequency of one-day heavy rain events in many
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northern and mid-latitude countries (Groisman et al. 1999). In North America, the
average amount of precipitation falling on days with precipitation has also been on the
rise (Peterson et al. 2008). However, not all areas of the world have seen an increase in
precipitation, with some areas in Japan seeing no increase in precipitation yet still
recording increases in the frequency of one-day heavy precipitation events (Iwashima and
Yamamoto 1993).
Despite all of these trends toward wetter conditions, in an environment with
enhanced greenhouse gases, version 3 of the Community Climate System Model
expected a decrease in the number of mid-latitude cyclones during the 21st century. A
decrease in the number of cyclones would result in a decrease in the number of days with
measurable precipitation. However, the daily precipitation associated with these storms
was modeled to increase, offsetting the previous decrease in the number of days with
measurable precipitation. This would result in an environment that produces more
extreme daily precipitation amounts, but maintains roughly the same average yearly
precipitation amounts (Finnis et al. 2007). Other research using models incorporating a
greenhouse-enriched atmosphere show trends toward an increasing probability of intense,
heavy amount, precipitation events (Groisman et al. 2005). This kind of research does
rely on models though, which may or may not accurately predict what will occur in the
future. In fact, models using anthropogenic effects have not improved prediction of
extreme precipitation when compared with models without anthropogenic effects. It is
important to note however, that this may be due to the large natural variability associated
with precipitation data (Kiktev et al. 2003).
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Category Two Climate Extremes: Event-Driven Extremes
Event-driven extremes are events that occur much less frequently than the events
associated with simple climate statistics. This means that these events can be considered
extreme themselves but should not be considered incredibly rare. Floods or wet periods
are event-driven extremes that typically result from heavy and/or prolonged rainfall or
runoff. Droughts on the other hand occur when little to no precipitation occurs over an
area for a certain period. Worldwide, the areas affected by these events have been
increasing (Dai et al. 1998). In the United States however, there may be no trend in
droughts but the area experiencing excessive wetness has shown some increase (Karl et
al. 1996). Another study looked at United States data for the whole 20th century, finding
a trend toward droughts that are shorter in duration, less frequent, and cover a smaller
portion of the country, except in parts of the interior West and Southwest, where drought
severity and duration was actually increasing (Andreadis and Lettenmaier 2006). These
results seem to make sense with previous research conducted in the field of precipitation
extremes for the United States.
Tropical cyclones, which are low-pressure centers that form over warm tropical
waters and can have very heavy rain and high winds, are another event-driven extreme
that many are concerned may undergo changes in a changing environment. Despite there
being no significant trend in the intensity of hurricanes in the Atlantic basin, landfalling
intense hurricanes in the United States have decreased over the 1944 to 1996 period. The
authors also found it important to note though, that multidecadal variability may be quite
high for Atlantic basin tropical cyclones (Landsea et al. 1999). Nevertheless, other
research has pointed to the frequency of intense hurricanes in general as decreasing over
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time in the Atlantic basin. Additionally, the mean maximum intensity of tropical
cyclones in the Atlantic basin has been decreasing over time. The intensity of the worst
tropical cyclone of the season however, has remained unchanged over the period
(Landsea et al. 1996).
Another event-driven extreme, severe thunderstorms, typically form in unstable
environments and can produce high winds, hail, and sometimes tornadoes. Looking just
at hail, a trend toward more crop and property losses is evident. When factors such as
increased population and properties at risk, increased urban area targets, increased
population in storm-prone areas, and higher property values per unit area are taken into
account however, there has been no trend since 1950 despite periods of high losses
(Changnon 1997). Other trends specifically related to thunderstorms will be discussed in
the section about the potential impacts of global climate change on tornadoes.
The Impacts of Climate Extremes on Society
With impacts of climate change potentially already occurring, there is no better
time to focus on the extremes of our climate than now. Economic losses in the United
States have been increasing steadily over the second half of the twentieth century
(Changnon et al. 2000, Karl and Easterling 1999). Most of this increase in loss however,
can be attributed to population growth and demographic shifts to areas more at risk to
climate extremes such as coastal areas and floodplains (Changnon et al. 2000, Karl and
Easterling 1999). When these data are corrected for insurance shifts and societal factors
such as the increase of wealth with more valuable properties being at risk, the increased
density of property, and the movement of people to more storm-prone areas, no upward
trend is found in insured property loss. Large fluctuations do occur however, owing to
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the natural variability of the environment (Changnon et al. 2000). Therefore, it is likely
that society is becoming more vulnerable to climate extremes due to changes within our
society as opposed to worsening extremes (Karl and Easterling 1999, Kunkel et al.
1999b). It is also important to note that weather extremes in the United States have
received increased media attention. This has allowed people to more readily remember
climate extreme events due to the increased use of visuals and the naming of events
(Ungar 1999).
Most of the research discussed in this section depicts a future with increasing
extremes in a warmer and wetter climate. It is possible that this environment could be
more conducive to the formation of tornadoes. It has already been concluded that a
significant proportion of the global land area has seen a significant change in climate
extremes in the second half of the 20th century (Frich et al. 2002). Viewing tornadoes as
an event-driven extreme also raises concerns about how changes in cyclone frequency
and other synoptic scale systems could result in changes to the frequency of tornadoes as
well. It is important to note however, that the research in the field of climate extremes is
based on relatively short periods of study when compared to the history of the planet.
Therefore, any conclusions found may or may not represent what we can actually expect
in the future.
Implications of Climate Change on the Historical Tornado Record and the Future
Climatology of Tornadoes
The potential impacts of short data records, changing observation techniques, and
climate change are a concern for anyone doing research in the field of climate extremes.
This is especially true with event-driven climate extremes such as tornadoes. The
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relatively short tornado record would suffer to an even greater extent if these relatively
rare events were being affected by changes to our climate. If this were occurring, a much
longer amount of time would be needed in order to compile enough years of tornado data
to get a stable and reliable sample. Regardless, it would be difficult to determine trends
related to climate change in the dataset due to the high natural variability of tornadoes
from year to year (Concannon et al. 2000). With global temperatures warming in recent
years, an increase in atmospheric water vapor has occurred. This has created concerns
that an environment more conducive to severe thunderstorms, and potentially tornadoes,
is occurring, or may occur in the future, if this warming trend continues. Research using
thunder days found no significant trend in this variable when considering the United
States as a whole. However when specific regions of the United States were analyzed, a
general decrease across the Southeast and a general increase across the Upper Great
Lakes was discovered (Gabriel and Changnon 1989).
New research conducted by Lee (2012) was the first attempt to investigate how
tornadoes themselves may be affected by a changing climate. Using a six-step process,
climatology of where strong tornadoes occurred based on variables from three levels of
the atmosphere was conducted. From this, using global climate models under five
different model emission scenarios, these variables were analyzed to see how they
changed by the 2090s. The results concluded that strong tornado days, defined as days
with EF2 or stronger tornadoes, would increase in frequency between 3.8 and 12.7% by
the 2090s under the scenarios used in this study. The increases in these days would be
experienced across the Northern and Central Plains, the High Plains, the Lower Great
Lakes, the Mid-Atlantic, and the Southeast while decreases would actually occur across
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the Southern Plains and the Upper Great Lakes (Lee 2012). Further research will be
needed to confirm the predictions of this study but at this time, it is unlikely that
significant results proving or disproving the study can be drawn from the current
historical tornado record.
Other methods to approximate how a changing climate could alter tornadoes have
been conducted by analyzing variables that could lead to an increase in the number of
strong, rotating thunderstorms, and, therefore, tornadoes. One such study, Trapp et al.
(2007), used CAPE and surface–6-km vertical wind shear to find out what changes these
variables may undergo in the 21st century due to an increase in greenhouse gases.
Assuming no large-scale synoptic pattern changes, results showed that CAPE values
would increase, due primarily to the increase in water vapor, but vertical wind shear
would decrease by virtue of the thermal wind relation. If each variable were to have an
equal effect on severe thunderstorm development however, the resultant increase in
CAPE would be large enough to overcome the decrease in shear. This would allow for
an increase in the overall number of days conducive to severe thunderstorm development.
The increases were largest during the summer months and along the Gulf and Atlantic
Coasts. Despite the increase in the number of days conducive to severe thunderstorm
development, a decrease in vertical shear might result in less organized thunderstorms,
which could actually hurt the formation of tornadoes within these storms (Trapp et al.
2007). Building on this previous work, Trapp et al. (2009) used the same variables over
the 21st century to model how severe thunderstorm occurrences may change over this
time, finding similar results. Additionally, the global climate models used in this study
considered only times when convective precipitation was possible, still finding a trend
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toward more severe thunderstorms. This was not because more thunderstorms were
occurring though, but rather because more thunderstorms were reaching severe criteria
(Trapp et al. 2009). Another study using a scenario under which carbon dioxide had
doubled from pre climate change levels, found that updraft speeds would increase by
about one m s-2 in a warmer climate over land. This, coupled with a weaker shear
environment, may actually lead to a decrease in convection frequency but an increase in
the most intense storms, which could result in an overall non-significant effect on severe
weather (Del Genio et al. 2007).
Synoptic-scale patterns could also have a large effect on the frequency of
thunderstorms and therefore tornadoes. Trapp et al. (2009) used a model to predict the
annual frequency of extratropical cyclones across the United States throughout the 21st
century under elevated greenhouse gas concentrations. The researchers found that a
decrease in the frequency of extratropical cyclones would occur. However, most of this
decrease occurred in the winter and early spring months, with a slight increase in
frequency actually occurring during the late spring and summer months when severe
thunderstorms are more likely to occur. Somewhat similarly, decreases in mid-latitude
cyclones during autumn, winter, and spring were expected to occur according to a
Community Climate System Model used by Finnis et al. (2007), which used enhanced
greenhouse gases to model cyclones during the 21st century, and compared the results to
what actually occurred in the 20th century. Few significant changes existed when it came
to tracks or intensities of these cyclones however (Finnis et al. 2007).
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Weaknesses within the Historical Tornado Record
The historical tornado dataset is a record of all reported tornadoes from 1950 to
present and can be found in the National Weather Service Storm Prediction Center’s
publication Storm Data. Initial analysis of the dataset shows a striking increase in the
number of reported tornadoes over time from about 600 per year at the start of the dataset
to about two and a half times this value currently. This prompts the question of whether
tornadoes are actually increasing or if this increase is just due to changes within the
dataset over time.
It is widely known by meteorologists that even today, some tornadoes go
unreported, but this problem was far worse in the past. Investigation of the historical
tornado records’ methods reveal that at least some of the increase in reports is due to
simple changes in these methods over time. Before 1970, most reports in the tornado
record had to be derived from newspaper articles about the event. This means that
smaller tornadoes, which may not have been reported in the newspaper if they had little
or no impact on people, would be underestimated in the dataset, as there would be no way
of knowing that they had occurred (Doswell and Burgess 1988, Schaefer and Edwards
1999, Schaefer and Tatom 1999). Currently, National Weather Service offices
investigate tornado reports and warnings but it is still no one person’s specific job at
these offices to go out and confirm them. Therefore, some offices may be doing a better
job than others at confirming their tornado warnings, which could lead to regional
variations in tornado reports that may not actually exist (Doswell 2007). In 1989, the
National Weather Service began stressing the verification of tornado warnings, which
resulted in an obvious increase in the number of reported F0 tornadoes (Doswell 2007).
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Another jump in tornado reports occurred with the implementation of the WSR-88D
weather radar just a couple years later in the early 1990s (McCarthy and Schaefer 2003,
Schaefer and Edwards 1999, Verbout et al. 2006). The use of weather radar allowed
National Weather Service employees to better pinpoint an area where a tornado may have
occurred, allowing for easier verification and warning of these events.
Tornado reports have also been increasing, in part, due to increased public
awareness. During the 1950s and 1960s, tornadoes received increasing publicity due to
the invention of television. Television allowed for graphic news coverage of the
aftermath of these events that many had never seen (McCarthy and Schaefer 2003).
Additionally, as warning times for tornadoes continue to increase and the
communications to convey them get better, the public and media have more time to
prepare for these events but also to set themselves up to see and potentially confirm the
existence of tornadoes (Schaefer and Edwards 1999). A problem with this is that most of
these reports come from relatively untrained witnesses whose reliability must be
considered questionable (Doswell and Burgess 1988). Still, not all witnesses are
untrained due to the growing hobby of tornado chasing, which has resulted in an
increasing number of tornado reports as well (McCarthy and Schaefer 2003).
Additionally, the inventions of digital cameras, camcorders, and cell phone cameras have
allowed witnesses to create more solid evidence of tornadoes by capturing it on film,
digital image, or video (McCarthy and Schaefer 2003). The creation of the storm-spotter
network as well as other spotter networks created by the National Weather Service has
also made it easier to more reliably report tornadoes. The internet and cell phones have
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also aided in the increasing number of reports by allowing for easier reporting of these
events.
Especially early in the tornado record, many events were missed because they
were just not witnessed by anyone. An investigation of population density to find out
how many tornadoes may be occurring, but not being reported, over time revealed that in
rural areas of Oklahoma, more than 50% of the tornadoes occurring may not be reported.
Meanwhile, in the urban area of Oklahoma County, nearly 100% of tornadoes are
reported (Anderson et al. 2007). However, not all areas in this study showed such
significant population effects and in fact, in the Omaha, Nebraska area it was found that
nearly all tornadoes were reported for both rural and urban areas. Other factors that may
lead to the obstruction of sight were not considered in that study but could be leading to
some of the issue of underreporting. The density of trees and hills as well as the absence
of roads and buildings therefore, could all be affecting the extent to which tornadoes are
being underreported. Anderson et al. (2007) also point out that demographic factors such
as quality of construction, rural construction density, and varying reporting standards
may result in a regional variability of the population density effect.
Long-track tornadoes are another concern in the database because many of these
tornadoes, especially in the early years of the dataset, may have been comprised of
multiple shorter-track tornadoes (Doswell and Burgess 1988). Due to this source of
potential bias, tornado counts may be increasing because of better verification of tornado
cycling, which often occurs with long-track supercell tornadoes. Fortunately, this should
not be considered a major error in the dataset when it applies to path lengths of these
tornadoes because it would almost never affect the calculation of tornado days.
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Therefore, the largest issues when it comes to path length, based on the touchdown and
takeoff points of the tornado, are simple recording errors as well as a lack of data. In
fact, path length is considered a more accurate parameter than F-scale and path width in
the historical dataset (Schaefer at al. 1986).
Another flaw of the historical tornado record involves the Fujita scale that is used
to rate the intensity of tornadoes. Before about the early 1970s, many of the ratings of
tornadoes had to be estimated by college students reading newspaper accounts creating a
bias toward stronger events because devastating news sells better (Doswell and Burgess
1988, Schaefer and Edwards 1999, Schaefer and Tatom 1999). This accounts for the fact
that F2 and greater tornadoes have actually been decreasing in frequency over time
(Verbout et al. 2006). It could be assumed that these errors in intensity would just
average out, however Doswell and Burgess (1988) point out that many of the spatial and
temporal differences in intensity across the country may be due to estimator bias in
certain regions and time. Despite this, arguably the largest issue with this rating system
is that a tornado can only achieve a rating based on what it destroyed. Dowell and
Burgess (1988) argue that the rating only provides a lower bound to the wind speed of the
tornado because it can only be rated based on what the tornado hit. Therefore, tornadoes
that strike buildings and more populated areas are more likely to achieve a higher Frating than those that remain over open country. This conclusion was drawn by
Anderson et al. (2007) who found that, in rural Oklahoma, F0 and F1 tornadoes were
likely being overestimated at the expense of F2 and greater tornadoes because of the lack
of structures in rural areas that could allow for tornadoes to be rated higher.
Additionally, without sending a survey team out to investigate the whole track of the
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tornado, which only occurs during unusual and noteworthy events, the single F-rating is
applied to the whole track of a tornado (Doswell and Burgess 1988). This single rating is
a major oversimplification of the actual intensity fluctuations a tornado may go through
during its lifetime. Due to all of these flaws, this study will not take into consideration
the F-scale rating of tornadoes.
The largest concern with the dataset however, has to be the relative small sample
size it represents. Due to its small nature, most of the weaknesses previously mentioned
cannot be washed out of the data or eliminated from the dataset entirely without reducing
the sample size to a point where any conclusions derived from the research must be
called into question (Doswell 2007). Doswell (2007) argues that if 1000 years of stable
and reliable tornado report data were recorded, we would see a smooth and accurate
curve of tornado occurrences throughout the year such that no one day would be
significantly more likely to have tornadoes occur than its neighboring days. The current
record definitely does not show this and tends to favor certain days for tornado
occurrence while neighboring days seem to be less favored. This favoritism for certain
days is a direct figment of the small sample size of the dataset (Figure 4). For this reason,
research is not able to decipher local tornado alleys at this point even though they may
exist (Schaefer and Edwards 1999).
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Figure 4

The number of days with 7 or more reported tornadoes throughout the year
from 1970 to 2002

Notes: The red line placed over the data depicts a 61-day Gaussian smoother. The figure
is from Doswell 2007.
Defining Tornado Risk Areas and the Importance of this for Society
The historical risk from tornadoes not only contains variability dependent upon on
the location and the time of year, but also interannually. In order to depict the threat of
tornado days throughout the year, Brooks et al. (2003) used a graph to show the
probability of a tornado day occurring on any date across the entire United States (Figure
5). While this graph is useful for understanding the timing of the greatest threat for the
United States as a whole, it does not address the peak threats of specific areas. Therefore,
this research also investigated the time of year an area in the United States is most likely
to experience a tornado (Figure 6). This map, while useful, suffers from the flaw of
trying to choose one time of year for peak tornado occurrence when the researchers
themselves argue that only certain areas, part of their definition of tornado alley, show a
repeatability of season and therefore a consistent tornado peak. This map therefore,
would show nothing about the fact that some areas labeled with a peak threat during one
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time of the year have a significant secondary threat during a different time of year or
experience a broader threat as opposed to a sharp peak.

Figure 5

Probability of a tornado day occurring somewhere in the United States
based on data from 1980 to 1999

Notes: The thin line represents a five-day smoothing parameter and the thicker line a 15day smoothing parameter. The figure is from Brooks et al. 2003.
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Figure 6

Date of maximum tornado threat for those areas with at least 0.25 tornado
days annually

Notes: The figure is from Brooks et al. 2003.
Researchers have used differing methods in the past to attempt to define the areas
most at risk for tornadoes. Many early studies focused on plotting the number of tornado
reports that had occurred over different regions to show areas of higher risk. Considering
all tornadoes from 1950 through 1982, Schaefer et al. (1986) found the probability of a
tornado striking a point (Figure 7). This was accomplished by taking the ratio of the
annual mean area covered by the tornadoes to the area over which the tornadoes may
occur and dividing all of this by the duration of the database. The study used a minimum
assumption model used by Kelly et al. (1978), which used 2° Marsden squares for
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regional areas, which were then lightly smoothed by overlapping these regional areas to
create a 1° latitude/longitude grid.

Figure 7

Annual tornado probability when considering all tornadoes from 1950 to
1982 in negative powers of ten per year

Notes: The stippled areas denote risk greater than 4 · 10-3 per year, N denotes a relative
minima, and X denotes a relative maxima. The figure is from Schaefer et al. 1986.
Previous research that used all tornado observations to come to conclusions
suffers from the bias of increasing reports over time in the database as depicted in Figure
8. In order to combat this issue, some researchers turned toward an alternative method of
evaluating the historical tornado record using tornado days. A tornado day is defined as a
day with at least one tornado occurring inside some predefined area. Figure 9 depicts the
number of tornado days from 1955 to 1999, which shows only a slight increase over time.
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When comparing this to Figure 8, much of the upward trend in the tornado record is
removed by using tornado days instead of actual tornado reports.

Figure 8

Storm Prediction Center’s annual number of reported tornadoes in the
United States from 1955 to 1999 with a linear regression fit to the data

Notes: The figure is from Brooks et al. 2003.
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Figure 9

The number of tornado days (a day with at least one tornado report) in the
United States from 1955 to 1999 based on the Storm Prediction Center’s
database with a linear regression fit to the data

Notes: The figure is from Brooks et al. 2003.
Using tornado days and more recent data, which are thought to be at least a closer
representation of the true distribution of tornadoes, new research has created what are
considered to be more accurate maps depicting areas of heightened tornado risk. Brooks
et al. (2003) used the touchdown points of tornadoes, which they consider the best
because it contains the least amount of error, to create a map (Figure 10) showing the
average annual number of days with a tornado from 1980 to 1999 occurring inside an 80km grid. Meanwhile, Dixon et al. (2011) created a map (Figure 11) illustrating the
average annual number of days from 1950 to 2007 with a tornado within 25 miles of a
point by using the entire path of the tornado with a 40.25 km kernel radius, and smoothed
linearly by another 40.25 km. The researchers justify the use of the entire path of a
tornado rather than just the touchdown point because it represents the overall risk of a
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tornado better. Long tracked tornadoes are a prime example of this because these
tornadoes may present a threat tens of kilometers away from their initial touchdown
points.

Figure 10

Average annual number of tornado days per 80-km grid based on the Storm
Prediction Center’s database from 1980 to 1999

Notes: The figure is from Brooks et al. 2003.
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Figure 11

Density calculation for average annual number of days with a tornado
within 25 miles of a point based on the Storm Prediction Center’s database
from 1950 to 2007

Notes: The figure is from Dixon et al. 2011.
Other recent studies have focused on a limited subset of tornadoes, which may
create small sample set issues, as discussed earlier. Broyles and Crosbie (2004)
investigated 25-mile tracks and longer of F3 or greater rated tornadoes from 1880 to 2003
to discover if there may be any smaller tornado alleys for these strong tornadoes. Their
results showed two broad areas that stood out, with the first one extending from the lower
Mississippi Valley eastward to the southern Appalachians and then north northeastward
into the Ohio Valley. The second area extended from the Great Plains north
northeastward into the Upper Midwest. While the researchers do not investigate any
reasons as to why these areas may be favored, the suggestion is given that certain
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topographic features may be a cause. Concannon et al. (2000) also considered strong
tornadoes with F2 and greater intensities for their study to estimate the climatological
probabilities of these events touching down at any location. The study also used a grid
size of 80 km and tornado days to find an L-shaped maximum area from southeast
Mississippi to southern Oklahoma and north to western Iowa. Additionally, the timing of
peak occurrence was found for each area and showed no peaks in the fall meaning that
the spring season creates the strongest tornadoes everywhere.
Still more past research has considered tornado outbreaks, which have no
universally accepted definition but are generally considered to be when many tornadoes
are reported across a given region over a relatively short period (Verbout et al. 2006).
Verbout et al. (2006) used big tornado days, defined as a day with numerous tornadoes
and/or many tornadoes exceeding a certain intensity reported anywhere in the country, as
a way of reexamining outbreaks of tornadoes. Choosing a threshold of 1.5% of the
expected annual total of tornadoes and 8 F1 or greater tornadoes revealed that these days
are most likely to occur in the spring and have a narrower distribution than that of all
tornadoes. It also revealed that more tornadoes occur in outbreaks in the fall than the
spring with respect to all of the tornadoes occurring during those seasons.
Understanding tornado activity in the past through detailed analysis of climatic
processes associated with temporal and spatial distribution of tornadoes can help society
be better prepared for these disasters in the future. Since the 1960s, the ratio of the
number of tornadoes to the number of tornadoes that cause an injury, fatality, and/or
economic loss has remained fairly constant meaning that the number of tornadoes causing
these hazards is slightly increasing. While this is most likely due to population growth
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and societal changes, it indicates that tornadoes will continue to cause increased hazards
in the future if mitigation policies do not change (Boruff et al. 2003). Analysis has also
shown that while the Great Plains averages more tornadoes, it is the Southeast that
experiences the highest number of fatalities. This may be due to the South having more
forests, more tornadoes at night, a longer tornado season, typically faster speeds of
storms, more mobile homes, a higher percentage of people in poverty, a larger elderly
population, some other reasons, or a combination of these. Fatalities have decreased over
time but some deaths may be unpreventable, and, due to the many societal changes
mentioned previously, tornado fatalities may actually rise again (Ashley 2007). Tornado
losses have increased from about $325 million annually in the 1950s to around $370
million annually in the 1990s (Changnon et al. 2000). After adjustment however, there is
no evidence that losses from tornadoes are increasing over time (Brooks and Doswell
2001). More robust monitoring of climate extremes is essential to preventing further
losses and climate extremes such as tornadoes must be better-monitored (Karl and
Easterling 1999). The smallest contour interval defined in Brooks et al. (2003)’s paper
was 0.25 tornado days per year because the researchers stated that there is not much
meaning to an event that almost never occurs. While this is true, it is still very important
to understand events that rarely happen because these kinds of events are most likely to
catch people off guard. Tornadoes can form very rapidly and cause an immense amount
of devastation. Therefore, it is essential to understand the extremes of tornado
climatology if we expect to decrease losses in the future.
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Summary
Previous literature has shown the need for society to better understand the
extremes of the climate. The understanding of climate extremes allows for better
preparation for these events but also may help lead to an earlier diagnosis of any impacts
of climate change. Many studies have focused on simple climate statistics to find
extremes in variables such as temperature or precipitation, but little research has been
conducted in the field of event-driven extremes. A specific event-driven extreme,
tornadoes, seems to have almost no previous research that attempts to quantify some of
the climate extremes of this relatively rare, but potentially locally damaging event. Past
research has focused on finding areas of greatest risk for tornadoes but none of these
studies have investigated the interannual variability of tornadoes to find out more about
extreme events. While the tornado database does suffer from various errors, using
tornado days is an accepted way to eliminate most of the error associated with this
database. Therefore, this research will look to use tornado days to investigate some of
the extremes of tornado climatology to fill a void in research and better prepare society
for the extremes of tornadoes.
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CHAPTER III
METHODS

Historical Tornado Data
For the purpose of this study, the historical tornado dataset was obtained from the
National Weather Service Storm Prediction Center’s publication Storm Data. The dataset
includes a list of every tornado in the United States from 1950 to 2011. Details included
in the publication that will be of use to this study include the date and time of the tornado,
as well as latitude and longitude of the touchdown points and liftoff points, when
available, of the tornado. The publication includes other information about the tornadoes
such as the F-scale, path width, and path length of each tornado but none of this
information will be used in this study.
The historical tornado dataset was edited to display only information that was
relevant to the objectives of this study. Therefore, all tornado data from outside the
contiguous United States, as well as the Key West area, was removed from the dataset.
Additional removal of data was done to eliminate all tornado data that did not represent
the entire path of a tornado. Unfortunately, nearly 63% of the remaining 56,155 tornado
records in the dataset had no ending point or an ending point that was identical to its
starting point. In order to fix this, an ending point 100 m north of the starting point was
calculated for each of these tornadoes. The rationale behind this method was two-fold.
First off, the length field in the historical tornado dataset was deemed too unreliable to
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use because there is no way of knowing what direction the tornado traveled. Secondly, it
is unlikely that a long-track tornado would have an undocumented ending point in the
historical tornado dataset and more likely that many of these longer lengths are erroneous
values. The large majority of tornadoes in question had path lengths of 0.1 mi or less,
and about 80% of them had path lengths listed as 0.5 mi or less. Therefore, in order to
comply with the International System of Units, as is expected for scientific publications,
a value of 100 m north of the touchdown point was chose as a simple value to represent
the likely short-tracked tornadoes that lacked data in the historical record.
Tornado days can be calculated using a couple different ways to divide a day.
The first solution would be to simply use the days associated with the tornado in the
historical tornado dataset, which run from midnight to midnight. However, the second
method of dividing days is considered to be more desirable. The division here is made in
accordance with the times used by the Storm Prediction Center for dividing severe
weather reports and issuing convective outlooks, with each day beginning at 1200 UTC
and ending at 1159 UTC the next day. By using UTC, the issues associated with local
time zones across the United States are eliminated. Additionally, the early morning hours
tend to experience the fewest tornadoes as can be seen in Figure 12. By splitting tornado
days here as opposed to midnight, which would be around 0500 UTC, depending on the
time of year and your time zone, fewer tornado events will be split across two days. With
days starting at 1200 UTC then, the first day of the year has been defined as January 1 at
1200 UTC and would end on January 2 at 1159 UTC.
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Figure 12

Tornado occurrences by hour using UTC time from 1950 to 2011

Analysis of Data
Each day’s tornadoes were separated into their own shapefiles and then converted
to raster format with 100-m grids to approximate the width of a typical tornado. The
width values from the historical tornado dataset were not used, as they are considered too
inaccurate. For tornadoes, one could argue that meaningful results would provide detail
to the spatial resolution that people consider themselves to have been close enough to feel
affected or in danger from the event. However, no research currently exists that could
answer the inquiry of at what distance people feel threatened from a tornado. Therefore,
in order to remain accurate with the cell sizes of previous research (Brooks et al. 2003;
Dixon et al. 2011; Kelly et al. 1978; Concannon et al. 2000), a grid with 80-km cells was
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created to fill the area of the contiguous United States. This large grid size could
eliminate smaller, local tornado alleys, but at this time, there is no evidence that these
local alleys actually exist (Passe-Smith 2006). Additionally, the arbitrary placement of
the grid could result in some grids having higher risks than they would have if they were
shifted a certain distance, though the smoothing techniques discussed later may help
alleviate some of this bias. Regardless, the number of tornadoes that occurred in each
grid for each day were calculated, though the actual number of tornadoes in each grid is
not actually important for this research. Instead, as long as one tornado occurred in a
given grid, that grid will be flagged as having a tornado day on that given day.
For calculating consecutive tornado days, a larger grid size was used to create
regions that were large enough to maintain a sufficient sample size. This also agreed
with previous work in the climate extremes field (Kiktev et al. 2003) and allowed for a
grid size that would not eliminate too much regional variability in the data. For these
reasons, a 400 km by 400 km grid size was chosen for analysis of consecutive tornado
days. To calculate consecutive tornado days for these larger grids, tornado days were
found by summing the associated 80-km grids that were contained within the new 400km grids. Once this was done, a formula was used to find how the tornado days fell in
relation to one another, resulting in values for consecutive tornado days. Two different
formulas were used to look at consecutive tornado days. The first results in a three-day
tornado event, for example, being recorded as a three-day event but also as the two twoday events and three one-day events that comprise it. The second formula simply counts
this three-day tornado event as a single three-day event.
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Simple relationships were examined to investigate the pattern of tornado days
with the purpose of trying to find out why some years had more tornado days than others
did. Unfortunately, many of the variables investigated in this research had clear trends
associated with them that were likely not due to any meteorological influence. Rather,
these trends were likely due to poor data from the early part of the dataset. To combat
this, a method of detrending variables was established to view what may be more
representative relationships in a stable dataset. Detrending was accomplished by locating
the inflection point in the annual tornado counts, separating years with a noticeable trend
from those later years with no obvious trend. As might be expected, this inflection point
occurs in 1989, which approximately coincides with the implementation of Doppler radar
and the push by the National Weather Service to better confirm their tornado warnings
(Dowell 2007). Linear regression was then used to fit the data from the beginning of the
period through the inflection point year. The equation from this regression was then used
to adjust the older values, thus creating new and higher values for the annual tornado
count for the period running up to the inflection year. Years that occurred after the
inflection year retained their original values. By using these values, relationships can be
reassessed both against the original tornado days, as well as against the detrended tornado
days, to achieve a greater understanding of the underlying data.
To map the tornado days data, the statistics in question had to be compiled and
plotted using the centroid coordinates of each grid. A 160-km kernel density function
was then used to smooth the data. This kernel radius was chosen to match the analysis of
previous research on ideal kernel radii for smoothing tornado data (Dixon et al. 2012).
The kernel density analysis yields the variable’s units per square kilometer, which is not a
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very meaningful result. Therefore, these results are multiplied so that the final units
present numbers that occur within the area of a 40.2336 km radius circle. This area was
chosen to be consistent with the Storm Prediction Center’s method of conveying risk
“within 25 miles of a point” in convective outlooks.
The mapping of consecutive tornado days required a similar approach. The
original data for consecutive tornado days were presented in 400-km grids, therefore a
search radius of 160 km would not allow for the proper smoothing of these variables.
Therefore, to keep in unison with the tornado days methods that doubled the resolution of
a grid to use as the kernel radius, an initial radius of 800 km was investigated. The
results of this analysis yielded data that were too smoothed and the tornado maximum in
Florida was completely missing. Therefore, a 400-km radius was used so that a minimal
amount of smoothing would occur. The search radius makes it so most of the weight for
the new smoothed values comes from the original cell’s value, with only minimal
influence coming from the four cells that border the sides of the original cell.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS

Annual Tornado Days
Previous research in the field of tornado climatology has focused a great deal on
the average number of tornado days over the United States and/or some predefined grid.
Still greatly unknown however, is the underlying distribution of tornado days that this
average represents. To investigate this, the frequency of the number of tornado days
occurring each year in the contiguous United States from 1950 to 2011 was examined
(Figure 13). Notably, the range of the values is quite large, with a low of 88 tornado days
in 1950 and a high of 208 tornado days in 2000. The average number of tornado days
during this period was 170, which represents most years relatively well. This becomes
especially evident when the first 10 years of the dataset, shown in black, are removed
from the distribution yielding the new distribution seen in Figure 14. The removal of
these early years, which are most likely heavily skewed by poor data issues mentioned
previously in the literature review, creates a distribution that is closer to normal. This is
evidenced by a former skewness value of -1.28 for Figure 13, representing a left-skewed
distribution, improving to a value of 0.24 for Figure 14, which is slightly skewed to the
right. Additionally, the kurtosis value of Figure 13 was 6.10, representing a peaked
distribution. However, for Figure 14, the kurtosis value has improved to 2.65, which
represents a slightly flattened distribution, likely due to the apparent bimodal aspect of
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the distribution. Despite the improvements to the distribution, Figure 14 still does not
represent an exact normal distribution and this is likely the result of not having enough
years in the dataset. If enough years were accumulated, it is likely that a nice smooth
curve would fit to the data, as there is no reason that values, such as 185 to 189 tornado
days per year, should occur much less frequently then the neighboring bins of tornado
day values. Therefore, all analysis of the historical tornado dataset should be taken with
caution as the dataset itself is likely too small to portray a representative sample of a
stable climate.

Figure 13

Tornado days per year from 1950–2011

Notes: 1950–1959 frequencies are shown in black.
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Figure 14

Tornado days per year from 1960–2011

Despite not having enough years of information to represent a stable climate,
results can still be drawn from what data we do have. Using the improved distribution
presented in Figure 14 as evidence for the exclusion of data from the 1950s from further
national results, it is still evident that there is a large range of tornado days in these 52
years of data. A new low value of 143 tornado days occurred in 1963, and, with the high
value of 208 tornado days in 2000 remaining, the range of values has been cut nearly in
half. Some of the reason for this large range continues to lie with particularly poor data
from the early period of the dataset, with the years 1962, 1963, 1964, and 1969 all falling
in the bottom-10 percent of years when excluding the 1950s data. The two other years
that fell in the bottom-10 percent of years were 1987 and 1988, which perhaps
coincidently are the two years prior to the push by the National Weather Service to do a
better job of confirming their tornado warnings. This push led to a substantial increase in
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the number of F0 tornadoes being recorded in the dataset (Doswell 2007). Alternatively,
the years located in the top-10 percent were not all near the end of the dataset with 1973
and 1975 falling well before this push by the National Weather Service and the
implementation of the WSR-88D weather radar. The other four years, 1994, 1996, 1998,
and 2000, fell closer to the end of the dataset as may be expected. Figure 15 depicts the
trend of tornado days per year from 1960 to 2011, which shows only a very modest
increase over this time. More notable, however, is the apparent pattern of maxima and
minima that occur in what appears to be a 20- to 25-year cycle. The cycle completely
explains the location of the bottom- and top-10 percent of years for tornado days. The
annual variation in tornado days was compared to multiple teleconnections that could be
responsible for driving this cycle, including the Southern Oscillation Index (SOI), Arctic
Oscillation (AO), North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO),
Pacific North American Pattern (PNA), Atlantic Multi-decadal Oscillation (AMO), and
the Palmer Drought Index. Preliminary investigations revealed no significant
correlations to the cyclic pattern resulting in unknown reasoning for why this cycle may
exist. There is a possibility that the cycle may be driven by multiple teleconnections or
even that it is simply coincidental due to the small period of record. Detrending the
annual number of tornado days using an inflection point of 1960 in order to raise the
heavily deflated values of the 1950s results in the Figure 16. This new figure shows that
if the poor data issues especially evident in the early portions of the dataset did not exist,
the cyclic pattern likely would extend throughout the entire period of the dataset. While
these new numbers may not represent the exact number of tornado days that occurred
during the years that were adjusted, they are considered to be a better estimate to what the
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actual values may have been. Additionally, the tornado-days data were detrended using
an inflection point of 1989 when considering data since 1960. The results of this
detrending (not shown) produced an output that looked very similar to Figure 15. This is
likely due to the relative lack of a trend from 1960 to 1989, which only resulted in values
being adjusted up to about five tornado days.

Figure 15

Scatter plot of tornado days per year from 1960–2011

Notes: The 10th and 90th percentile values of tornado days per year are marked with
dotted lines.
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Figure 16

Scatter plot of tornado days per year from 1950–2011 with values from
1950–1959 representing the detrended values

Notes: The black line reprsents a 15-year moving average with the incomplete 15-year
moving average in gray.
Multiple variables were analyzed in an effort to explain the cyclic pattern
displayed. There are two plausible reasons why a year experiences more tornado days.
First, certain years may experience a larger range of areas receiving tornado days and
secondly, areas that typically see tornado days may just be experiencing more of them.
Alternatively, it is possible that both of these could provide some influence on the
number of tornado days. Figure 17 alludes to a potential answer by investigating the
relationship between the annual number of tornado days and how many 80-km grids
experienced threshold numbers of tornado days. The relationships become dramatically
weaker as the thresholds are increased. In other words, it appears that years with the
most tornado days are benefiting from more 80-km grids experiencing tornado activity
rather than more tornado days per grid. However, the elimination of the data from the
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1950s brings about a drastic change in regards to the strength of the relationships, as
shown in Figure 18. The relationships are all still positive, but the strongest relationship,
which is for the number of grids with at least one tornado day, has decreased by nearly
half. Therefore, the previous assumption that the annual number of tornado days may be
more directly correlated with the number of grids experiencing tornadoes as compared to
the number of grids experiencing more tornado days appears not as strong. Furthermore,
detrending these data using an inflection point of 1996 actually results in relationships
that are worse, though, by only a small amount, further supporting the previous claim.

Figure 17

Scatter plots and their associated linear regression lines with R2 values for
the relationship between the number of tornado days per year and the
number of 80 km grids with at least a certain number of tornado days in
that same year from 1950–2011

Notes: The relationship with at least one tornado day is shown with diamonds, at least
two tornado days is shown with squares, at least three tornado days is shown with
triangles, at least four tornado days is shown with Xs, and at least five tornado days is
shown with circles.
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Figure 18

Scatter plots and their associated power regression lines with R2 values for
the relationship between the number of tornado days per year and the
number of 80 km grids with at least a certain number of tornado days in
that same year from 1960–2011

Notes: The relationship with at least one tornado day is shown with diamonds, at least
two tornado days is shown with squares, at least three tornado days is shown with
triangles, at least four tornado days is shown with Xs, and at least five tornado days is
shown with circles.
Recalling the bottom and top-10 percent of years for the annual number of
tornado days, Figure 19 uses the most promising relationship from Figure 18, the number
of grids with at least one tornado day, to investigate whether this relationship may help to
understand why some years have more tornado days than others do. While there is an
overall positive relationship, there also appears to be a lot of variability in that the
number of grids with at least one tornado day can produce a wide range of values for the
annual number of tornado days. The top-10 percent of years do all have more grids with
at least one tornado day than the bottom-10 percent of years, but there exists a large range
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in these lower and upper percentile values. Therefore, it is likely that extent is, only
partially responsible for some years having more tornado days.

Figure 19

Scatter plot and associated power regression line with R2 value for the
relationship between the number of tornado days per year and the number
of grids with at least one tornado day in that same year from 1960–2011

Notes: The 10th and 90th percentile years for number of tornado days per year are
identified by triangles and diamonds respectively.
To understand how the number of grids experiencing an above-average number of
tornado days may be affecting the annual tornado day count, Figure 20 was created. The
results once again show that a modest positive relationship exists, but this can lead to no
strong conclusions. Detrending of these data based on an inflection year of 1996 also
resulted in a similar correlation value. The reasoning for why both the total number of
grids experiencing tornadoes and the total number of grids experiencing an aboveaverage number of tornado days in a year both show modest positive relationships is
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exposed when the relationship between these two variables is examined as in Figure 21.
Over 97% of the variability of one of these variables can be explained by the other, which
likely means that most of the grids that experience tornado days are also the same grids
that experience an above-average number of tornado days in that year. This is likely
occurring because just over 77% of the grids, 1054 out of 1368, have a 1960–2011
average number of tornado days that is less than one tornado day per year. Therefore, if
any of these grids do experience at least one tornado day in a year, they are flagged for
having both at least one tornado day and a number of tornado days above their normal
value. Now the question must be posed, with this double counting of sorts, is the signal
for grids actually experiencing an above-normal number of tornado days in more highrisk areas being masked by these lower-risk areas?

Figure 20

Scatter plot and associated power regression line with R2 value for the
relationship between the number of tornado days per year and the number
of grids with above-average tornado days for that grid in that year from
1960–2011
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Figure 21

Scatter plot and associated power regression line with R2 value for the
relationship between the number of grids with at least one tornado day in
that year and the number of grids with above-average tornado days for that
grid in that year from 1960–2011

In order to examine this, high-risk grids, defined as grids that averaged one or
more tornado days per year from 1960–2011, were investigated in Figure 22. This figure
displays the number of these high-risk grids that experienced an above-normal number of
tornado days, relative to each grid’s average, in any year. The relationship presented by
this figure is positive but, yet again, it is a weak relationship. This may be attributable to
the large variability that this variable has with respect to the annual number of tornado
days. Detrending these data based on an inflection year of 1996 results in a slightly
weaker relationship.
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Figure 22

Scatter plot and associated power regression line with R2 value for the
relationship between the number of tornado days per year and the number
of high-risk grids that have above-average tornado days relative to each
grid’s average from 1960–2011

Notes: High-risk grids are defined as grids that average at least one tornado day per year.
An investigation of some of the previous variables over time reveals more about
the nature of the dataset. Figures 23 and 24 show how the number of grids experiencing
at least a certain number of tornado days in a given year has changed over time from
1960 to 2011. Recalling Figure 15, Figures 23 and 24 have a somewhat similar pattern of
maxima and minima until the later part of the 1990s when the variables seem to level off.
Additionally, as the criteria for at least a certain number of tornado days per year
increases, the overall increasing trend in the data also increases. Figure 25 exposes more
about the dataset by showing how the number of grids that experienced an above-normal
numbers of tornado days in a given year and the number of high-risk grids that
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experienced an above-normal number of tornado days in a given year varied over the
1960 to 2011 period. The variables both show increasing trends, with the high-risk grids
showing this to a lesser degree, but also both show the same pattern of maxima and
minima as was previously seen in Figures 23 and 24. This leads to the conclusion that
years that experience more tornado days are often benefiting from both an increase in the
extent of grids experiencing tornado days as well as more tornado days occurring in highrisk grids. However, Figure 25 may provide some evidence that spatial extent plays a
slightly larger role in dictating tornado days nationally than do high-risk grids based
solely on the amplitude of the variables during the pattern of maxima and minima.

Figure 23

Annual number of grids from 1960–2011 with at least one tornado day
(squares) and at least two tornado days (diamonds)

Notes: Solid lines represent the 15-year moving averages with the incomplete 15-year
moving averages in gray.
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Figure 24

Annual number of grids from 1960–2011 with at least three tornado days
(triangles), at least four tornado days (squares), and at least five tornado
days (circles)

Notes: Solid lines represent the 15-year moving averages with the incomplete 15-year
moving averages in gray.
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Figure 25

Annual number of grids from 1960–2011 with above-average tornado days
in that year, relative to each grid’s average (diamonds) and just grids with a
1960–2011 average of at least one tornado day that experienced aboveaverage tornado days in that year, relative to each grid’s average (squares)

Notes: Solid lines represent the 15-year moving averages with the incomplete 15-year
moving averages in gray.
Consecutive Tornado Days
Another way of identifying why some years have more tornado days may be to
see which years had more or longer stretches of time with consecutive tornado days.
Figure 26 looks at how the total number of consecutive tornado days has changed over
time from 1950 to 2011 by viewing events of one to five days in length. In this figure,
events were calculated such that a two-day event would be counted as one two-day event
as well as two one-day events. In this way, the one-day events actually represent the
number of tornado days per year as seen previously in Figure 15. Knowing this
information, it is seen that events with lengths of two to five days tend to mimic the same
patterns that the number of tornado days exhibit. To further examine this, Figure 27
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presents the relationship between the number of tornado days, one-day events, and two-,
three-, four-, and five-day events. Strong positive relationships are exhibited for each
value of consecutive-day events but these values have decreasing strengths as the length
of the event increases. This decrease could be explained both by the increased likelihood
that longer events could be missed due to dataset issues as well as the fact that these
longer events are rare, and, therefore, just may not correlate well with the total number of
tornado days occurring in a given year. Choosing an inflection year of 1971, the data
were corrected for what was an obvious increasing trend prior to that year likely owing to
poor data. By doing so, the relationships all weakened slightly but less so when they
were compared against the detrended tornado days’ data. Still supporting strong
relationships, the results of this analysis may indicate that years with more tornado days
are benefiting from slower and/or more frequent synoptic-scale systems producing more
consecutive tornado day events.
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Figure 26

Annual number of consecutive tornado day events of certain lengths from
1950–2011

Notes: Events of one day in length are shown with diamonds, two days in length with
squares, three days in length with triangles, four days in length with Xs, and five days in
length with circles. Solid lines represent the 15-year moving averages with the
incomplete 15-year moving averages in gray.
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Figure 27

Scatter plots and associated linear regression lines with R2 values for the
relationship between the number of tornado days per year and the number
of consecutive tornado day events of certain lengths from 1960–2011

Notes: Two day events are shown with diamonds, three day events are shown with
squares, four day events are shown with triangles, and five day events are shown with Xs.
Another way to investigate consecutive tornado day events would be to use a
different method of counting events. This new method counts an event as only one event
such that a two-day event is only a two-day event and does not contain two one-day
events. Figure 28 is the same as Figure 26 except it now uses this new method of
counting consecutive tornado days and only plots one- to four-day events. A decrease in
one-day events is evident at the beginning of the dataset, decreasing through the 1970s
and reaching a minimum around 1980 before slightly increasing and leveling off.
Meanwhile, the two-, three-, and four-day events remain steady throughout the period.
This decrease in the one-day events at the beginning of the dataset is likely due to poor
data resulting in an inflated number of one-day events at the expense of a few longer
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length events. Overall, though, the steadiness of these events of different lengths over
time suggests that if there were changing weather patterns across the United States, they
have not affected tornado day activity. Consecutive tornado day events of these lengths
also appear to have little correlation with the annual number of tornado days (Figure 29).
This is a drastic change from what was seen previously in Figure 27, but may be due to
the decrease in the number of events included in each category now. Additionally, it may
be difficult to determine trends from events with a definitive length and thus the first
method, which inflated numbers of smaller events due to the nature of the calculation,
may have represented a better method. Nevertheless, an interesting feature in Figure 29
is that two-day events actually seem to decrease very slightly with an increasing number
of tornado days per year. This could be the result of a greater number of events in excess
of two days, but the increases in events of these lengths are also only very slight as the
number of tornado days increases.
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Figure 28

Annual number of consecutive tornado day events of certain lengths from
1950–2011

Notes: Events of one day in length are shown with diamonds, two days in length are
shown with squares, three days in length are shown with triangles, and four days in
length are shown with Xs. Solid lines represent the 15-year moving averages with the
incomplete 15-year moving averages in gray.
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Figure 29

Scatter plots and associated linear regression lines with R2 values for the
relationship between the number of tornado days per year and the number
of consecutive tornado day events of certain lengths from 1960–2011

Notes: Events of one day in length are shown with diamonds, two days in length are
shown with squares, three days in length are shown with triangles, and four days in
length are shown with Xs.
Once again using the second method of calculating consecutive tornado days,
events of a certain length or longer were investigated to see if a correlation may stand out
better. In order to examine this, a threshold of one-, two-, three-, and four-day events or
greater was chosen as seen in Figure 30. The events of one-day or greater represent the
number of events of any length that occurred in that year. Once again, essentially no
trend is seen in the data and the patterns of maxima and minima seen previously in Figure
15 are still not present. Figure 31 reveals weakly positive relationships with the strongest
relationship occurring for events of four days or greater in length. After this, events
longer than five days or greater bring about continually weaker relationships, which may
be due to the rarity of these events. This method, once again, makes it appear that
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consecutive tornado days have little impact on the overall number of tornado days that
occur in a given year.

Figure 30

Annual number of consecutive tornado day events of at least a certain
length from 1950–2011

Notes: Events of at least one day in length are shown with Xs, at least two days in length
are shown with diamonds, at least three days in length are shown with squares, and at
least four days in length are shown with triangles. Solid lines represent the 15-year
moving averages with the incomplete 15-year moving averages in gray.
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Figure 31

Scatter plots and associated linear regression lines with R2 values for the
relationship between the number of tornado days per year and the number
of consecutive tornado day events of at least a certain length from 1960–
2011

Notes: Events of at least one day in length are shown with Xs, at least two days in length
are shown with diamonds, at least three days in length are shown with squares, and at
least four days in length are shown with triangles.
The examination of the maximum number of consecutive tornado days in a year
reveals that there have been very long streaks of tornadoes occurring somewhere in the
United States. In fact, a 70-day streak of tornadoes occurred in 1991 and 24 streaks of 30
or more days have occurred since 1950, with 23 of these streaks occurring since 1960,
meaning events of this magnitude probably occur about once every other year.
Examining this and the average length of a consecutive tornado day event in a year,
reveals an increasing trend for both of these variables for about the first 20 years of the
dataset. This increasing trend was followed by a stable trend and perhaps even a decrease
in the most recent years as seen in Figure 32. One could even argue that the increasing
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trend for the maximum number of consecutive tornado days continued through most of
the 1990s before a sharp decrease occurred during about the past 15 years. It is unclear
as to why the maximum number of consecutive tornado days may be decreasing currently
but answers may be found by investigating the typical speed and frequencies of systems
producing tornadoes. The maximum of tornado days in the late 1990s is somewhat
evident in both of these variables but the minimum in the late 1980s and maximum in the
early 1970s are not so apparent, though they may be slightly visible in the average
consecutive tornado day length variable. The pattern in the average length variable
presents further evidence for the conclusion that years with more tornado days are
benefiting from more long length events. If a pattern does actually exist in these data,
poor data quality from earlier portions of the dataset may be blurring it, especially for the
maximum number of consecutive tornado days. This could easily occur by missing a few
tornado days early in the dataset, resulting in fewer long streaks of consecutive tornado
days and therefore a lower average length. However, this assumption does not seem to
be supported strongly by the evidence seen in Figure 28. Additionally, despite what may
have appeared as somewhat of a trend in the average consecutive tornado day event
length, only weak positive relationships exist between both of these variables and the
number of tornado days in a given year as seen in Figure 33. While the average
consecutive tornado day event length does exhibit a stronger relationship than the
maximum number of consecutive tornado days, its relationship still only explains about
36% of the variability in the annual number of tornado days. Detrending the data results
in relationships that are slightly weaker for both of the variables.
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Figure 32

Annual maximum number of consecutive tornado days (squares) using the
left axis and annual average length of a consecutive tornado day event
(diamonds) using the right axis from 1950–2011

Notes: The smaller values are located on top for visual purposes. Solid lines represent
the 15-year moving averages with the incomplete 15-year moving averages in gray.
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Figure 33

Scatter plots and associated linear regression lines with R2 values for the
relationship between the number of tornado days per year and the
maximum number of consecutive tornado days in a year and the average
consecutive tornado day event length in a year from 1960–2011

Notes: The maximum number of consecutive tornado days in a year are represented by
squares and use the left axis. The average consecutive tornado day event length in a year
is represented by diamonds and uses the right axis.
Spatial Analysis of the Average Number of Tornado Days
Spatially examining the average number of tornado days per year, three different
periods were used to understand the variability and changes in this statistic. The first
average was conducted using the entire dataset, 1950 to 2011, revealing a similar image
to that presented in Figure 10 (Figure 34). Figure 35 also resembles the previously
mentioned figures by excluding the most data-poor years of the 1950s and presenting an
average based on the 1960 to 2011 period. Excluding these data-poor years noticeably
raises the averages across most areas that experience tornadoes, but it does appear that
some areas in the Great Plains actually experienced a decrease in their averages. The
third period used was a more current period, 1990 to 2011, to present an average during a
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period that is considered to contain the best data, albeit a short time span, and therefore
perhaps a more accurate climatological average (Figure 36).

Figure 34

Average number of tornado days per year within 25 miles of a point from
1950–2011
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Figure 35

Average number of tornado days per year within 25 miles of a point from
1960–2011
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Figure 36

Average number of tornado days per year within 25 miles of a point from
1990–2011

Major differences appear between this figure and Figure 35, with some of these
changes becoming noticeable by comparing Figures 34 and 35. By removing the first 40
years of the dataset, two major things stand out. First, areas along the east coast, north of
Florida, begin to show spots of higher tornado activity, with three regional maxima.
These maxima include areas in South Carolina, North Carolina, and one surrounding the
capital region. The magnitude of the values in these areas place these regions in the same
category of average tornado days as some of the higher risk areas of the Great Plains and
Deep South. Secondly, two areas with an average number of tornado days above 0.25
appear to the west of the Rocky Mountains. One of these is located just to the windward
side of the Rockies in Idaho, in a section of the Snake River Plain. This area likely shows
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up due mainly to its many small tornadoes occurring in and around the cities along
Interstate 15, including Idaho Falls. The second region is located in southern California
in the heavily populated region running from the Los Angeles area to just north of San
Diego. These tornadoes are likely the result of many waterspouts coming on shore in
these areas, as well as some weak tornadoes.
The raw data for the three periods are presented in the appendix in Figures 92, 93,
and 94. While these three figures show the same basic patterns of tornado prone areas,
more can be inferred about the nature of the dataset by viewing these raw numbers. One
of the most obvious differences between the raw data and the smoothed figures is the
amount of variability that exists from grid to grid in some areas. This is most likely due
to other large differences between grids such as population and landscape issues.
Additionally, the borders of the United States tend to have lower values than do areas
right nearby that are not on the border. This is likely due to one of two reasons
depending on the border type involved. If the border is because of a water body, such as
an ocean, the grid will have a lesser number of tornado days as part of the grid is located
over the water where tornadoes do not often occur. Therefore, risk of a tornado within 25
miles of a point near a water body would be less. The second reason is a border along a
foreign country, either Canada or Mexico. This results in artificially lower values in
these areas as tornadoes just do not end at the border. The inclusion of tornado data from
Mexico and Canada could help solve some of this issue, but this will not be addressed in
this research.
The highest raw value for each period was for the grid located in the Tampa area
of Florida. This grid had the highest average annual number of tornado days with a value
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of 3.39 during the 1950 to 2011 period, 3.83 during the 1960 to 2011 period, and 3.95
during the 1990 to 2011 period. Conversely, a nearby grid located in the southern part of
central Florida, over mainly rural areas, only recorded 0.98 tornado days per year during
the 1950 to 2011 period. While this grid is located further from the coast than the Tampa
area grid, thus limiting the number of tornadoes that can be counted due to waterspouts
coming onshore, it is still likely that its average annual number of tornado days should be
more comparable to the Tampa area grid. This issue continued to exist when comparing
these grids during the other two periods. Therefore, the averages presented in Figures 34,
35, and 36 are likely underestimations of the true values as urban area numbers, which
likely represent a near truth value, are averaged with lower rural area numbers, which are
likely missing tornadoes. Unfortunately, it may not be possible to achieve a perfect
dataset where rural regions have numbers comparable to urban areas, but if this could be
achieved, the true climatology of tornadoes would likely be revealed.
Viewing the climatological averages of tornado days per year for lower risk areas,
Figures 37 and 38 reveal the areas in these lower risk regions that still receive some
tornado days. The areas previously mentioned to the west of the Rockies show up as
maxima, as do areas near the previous 0.25 tornado days per year threshold. Other areas
with some risk include an area along the West Coast from the Seattle area to around
Eugene, the San Joaquin and Sacramento Valleys in California, areas in the eastern twothirds of Montana, the rest of the Snake River Valley in Idaho into the Salt Lake City
area, and a large area around the Phoenix and Flagstaff areas. While most areas to the
east of the Rockies were either highlighted in the original figures or very near the original
area, one new area that appears is in northern Maine where the 1990 to 2011 average was
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between 0.1 and 0.15 tornado days per year. Both periods show nearly the same areas
with at least some risk of tornadoes. However, the magnitudes tend to be slightly higher
based on the 1990 to 2011 average, except in parts of northern New England.
Additionally, these two figures reveal more about what areas climatologically tend to
never see tornadoes. These areas, presented in white in Figures 37 and 38, average less
than 0.05 tornado days per year or approximately one tornado day every 20 years.

Figure 37

Average number of tornado days per year within 25 miles of a point from
1960–2011 where areas with values greater than 0.25 are shaded in black
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Figure 38

Average number of tornado days per year within 25 miles of a point from
1990–2011 where areas with values greater than 0.25 are shaded in black

A comparison of the average annual number of tornado days from 1960 to 2011
and 1990 to 2011 results in Figure 39. This figure shows the increases and decreases in
tornado days across the country be comparing the values between the two periods. The
white area was chose to represent all values between 0.0 and 0.1 and represents no actual
change over time. This is because the average grid experienced an increase of 0.0548
tornado days, which falls roughly in the middle of the previously mentioned category and
leaves some room for very small increases and decreases. The map reveals that the
average annual tornado day value has increased along the eastern seaboard from New
York to the Carolinas with the largest increases occurring in the three maxima seen
previously in Figure 36. Additional increases occur across much of the Deep South and
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into the southern portions of the Midwest. Perhaps somewhat surprisingly, increases
were also found in some of the higher risk areas such as southern Florida and eastern
Colorado. The later increase also extends into much of Kansas and expands into some
parts of Iowa and Minnesota. The raw values reveal that the largest increase of 1.07
tornado days occurred for the grid in Fort Myers area of Florida. Decreases in tornado
days were also prevalent with the most significant decreases occurring in parts of
Oklahoma and Texas as well as portions of the Upper Great Lakes and New England.
The largest decrease in the raw values occurred for the Lubbock, Texas area grid where a
decrease of 0.85 tornado days was recorded. It makes sense that the largest increases and
decreases would occur in the vicinity of cities in the higher risk areas, where almost all
tornadoes are reported, as it would be easier for these areas to experience a noteworthy
change in tornado days. It is also important to note that these changes in the average
annual number of tornado days may or may not represent an actual increase or decrease
in tornado days in the future. Additionally, some of the increases may be the direct result
of increasing populations, easier reporting techniques, and better confirmation efforts,
especially with the increase in the popularity of storm chasing. The decreases seem to be
harder to explain but may provide evidence for a changing climate or a larger cycle of
tornado natural variability that will take many more years of effective data collecting to
reveal. The raw data for Figure 39 is presented in the appendix in Figure 95.
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Figure 39

Increases and decreases in the average number of tornado days occurring
per year within 25 miles of a point as calculated by subtracting the 1990–
2011 average from 1960–2011 average

The significance of these values was tested by finding a p-value from a
permutation test (Figure 40). No area stood out as being statistically significant but the
raw values did expose a few grids that showed significant trends when comparing the
1960 to 2011 data with the 1990 to 2011 data (Figure 96). However, there are a few
areas that are statistically significant at the 90% level in Figure 40, with p-values between
0.05 and 0.1. These areas include a small portion of eastern Colorado and western
Kansas as well as a few areas along the Eastern seaboard. The lack of statistical
significance is the direct result of the tornado dataset including too few years to draw
statistically significant conclusions. However, some of the areas closer to being
statistically significant do match up with areas that saw increases and decreases in the
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annual number of tornado days, showing that if given more time, these values may
become significant.

Figure 40

P-values depicting the probability that the 1960 to 2011 average number of
tornado days is different from the 1990 to 2011 average number of tornado
days

Notes: The values that are greater than 0.5 are shaded in white.
Another way to view if there are significant trends is to split the data into periods
such that one period does not contain the other period. Figure 41 depicts generally lower
values across the contiguous United States by comparing the 1960 to 1989 period against
the period of 1990 to 2011. The lower values show that the trends became closer to
statistically significant. In fact, five areas now have p-values below 0.05. These areas
include the maximum in eastern Colorado and western Kansas, a small area in central
Kansas, an area across western Kentucky and central Tennessee, and the maxima on the
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East Coast in South Carolina and in the capital region. The raw values may be viewed in
Figure 97 in the appendix.

Figure 41

P-values depicting the probability that the 1960 to 1989 average number of
tornado days is different from the 1990 to 2011 average number of tornado
days

Notes: The values that are greater than 0.5 are shaded in white.
In order to test further whether the changes in the average number of tornado days
may be significant, three areas that recorded increases or decreases were populated as if
they were one area. This was done in order to simulate what more years may have
looked like assuming the climate of 1960 to 2011 and 1990 to 2011 was stable. The three
regions chose are indicated in Figure 42. Region 1, which represents an area of increases
in eastern Colorado, western Kansas, and extreme southwest Nebraska, does not have a
statistically significant change in the average number of tornado days (Table 1).
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However, region 2, which represents an area of decreases in west central Oklahoma, and
region 3, which represents an area of increases in southern Illinois, southwest Indiana,
western Kentucky, and extreme southeast Missouri, do show statistically significant
changes. This likely means that if more years were accumulated in the tornado dataset
that statistically significant trends would be evident, but at the moment a technique such
as the one used here will have to be used.

Figure 42

Locations of the selected grid regions used for further permutation testing
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Table 1

P-values for the three selected areas comparing the average number of
tornado days during the 1960 to 2011 and 1990 to 2011 periods

Spatial Analysis of Tornado Day Return Periods
Another way of trying to define the most at-risk areas to observe tornadoes is to
view some form of a return period for tornado days. Figure 43 investigates the
percentage of years from 1960 to 2011 that saw at least one tornado day. This graphic
likely does the best job at revealing what is considered to be the typical tornado alley
region by showing what areas are most likely to see tornadoes each year. However, this
graphic does not take into account the number of tornado days that occurred in a given
year or the number of tornadoes, rather just that one happened. Nevertheless, the more
traditional “C-shaped” tornado alley area shows up running from the Deep South, west to
the panhandle of Texas, then north into Nebraska and Iowa, and east into central Indiana.
In these areas, 50% of years or more will experience a reported tornado within 25 miles
of a point. The only other area that achieves this magnitude of numbers is Central
Florida. Looking at the raw values, which can be seen in the appendix in Figure 98, some
80-km grids actually experience rates of seeing tornadoes as high as just over 94% of
years between 1960 and 2011, such as the grid in the Tampa area of Florida. However,
when these data are averaged with nearby grids, these extreme maxima return lesser
values.
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Figure 43

Percentage of years from 1960–2011 in decimal percentages that saw at
least one tornado day within 25 miles of a point

Figure 44 presents these values over the shortened period of 1990 to 2011, with
the raw values being presented in Figure 99 in the appendix. Likely owing to the shorter
period, as well as better data from this time frame, most areas have increased their
percentage of years with tornadoes. In fact, two grids recorded at least one tornado day
every year from 1990 to 2011. One of these grids was located in southern Louisiana in
the New Orleans area and the other was located in Colorado just to the east of Denver.
Additionally, the area experiencing at least a 50% chance of at least one tornado day in a
year has changed from the traditional “C-shaped” area into more of an “O-shape”. A
large area of at least a 40% chance of at least one tornado day also exists essentially from
along the Gulf Coast northward to nearly the Canadian border, with the Rockies
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bounding the area on the west and the Appalachians on the east. Another area of this
caliber exists extending from Florida northward between the East Coast and the
Appalachians into Pennsylvania. This more recent time interval reveals a climatological
map of higher-risked tornado areas that encompasses a rather large area. It must be
remembered however, that many different “tornado alleys” may exist in the United States
with rather large variations in typical intensities of tornadoes in these different alleys,
which is not discussed in this research.

Figure 44

Percentage of years from 1990–2011 in decimal percentages that saw at
least one tornado day per year within 25 miles of a point

The difference between the two periods’ decimal percentages is presented in
Figure 45, with the raw values being presented in Figure 100 in the appendix. There
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were few areas of decreases, which may be largely attributable to the general increasing
trend in the number of tornado days occurring throughout the history of the tornado
dataset. The largest decreases occurred in New England near the Boston area where a
raw value of just over -0.27 was calculated. This values means that the 1990 to 2011
period had a value of the percent of years that saw at least one tornado day that was 27%
lower when compared to the value of the 1960 to 2011 period. This decrease is seen in
Figure 45 for a very small area in New England as well as a small portion of Michigan
and Oklahoma. Large increases on the order of 10% or more in Figure 45 are seen in
parts of Minnesota, eastern Colorado and western Kansas, southern Illinois into parts of
western Kentucky and Tennessee, western South Carolina, and from eastern Virginia
north into southern New York. The raw values reveal that the largest increase actually
occurred in the rural area of northwest Minnesota, where an increase of just over 31%
was seen between the 1960 to 2011 and 1990 to 2011 values. However, Figure 45
reveals a maximum increase in western Tennessee and another in northwest Kansas. This
is a consequence of the raw value maximum occurring near the Canadian border.
Overall, the areas of increase coincide well with the same areas that saw increases when
comparing their 1960 to 2011 and 1990 to 2011 average annual number of tornado days.
This likely means that most of this increase is attributable to more years recording
tornado days rather than having more tornado days in a year.
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Figure 45

Differences in decimal percentages between the 1960–2011 and the 1990–
2011 values for the percent of years that saw at least one tornado day
within 25 miles of a point

To further investigate higher risk tornado areas, the threshold for the number of
tornado days occurring in a year is raised. Figure 46 shows the percentage of years in the
1960 to 2011 period that saw at least two tornado days within 25 miles of a point. The
area experiencing at least 20% of their years with two or more tornado days is fairly well
confined in a large “O-shaped” area across the Great Plains into the Midwest and Deep
South. Additionally, most of the area of Florida also experiences at least two tornado
days per year at this rate or higher. The two areas with the highest percentage of years
with at least two tornado days appear in Central Florida around the Tampa area and in
southern Mississippi near Jackson. Viewing the same variable for the 1990 to 2011
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period (Figure 47) shows a general increase in the area experiencing two or more tornado
days per year at the rate of at least 20% of years. The largest changes appear to be in the
areas along the east coast from Florida into the Mid Atlantic as well as in the Deep South,
Midwest, and central Great Plains. The raw values for each of the periods are presented
in the appendix in Figures 101 and 102.

Figure 46

Percentage of years from 1960–2011 in decimal percentages that saw at
least two tornado days per year within 25 miles of a point
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Figure 47

Percentage of years from 1990–2011 in decimal percentages that saw at
least two tornado days per year within 25 miles of a point

To verify this, Figure 48 presents the differences between the percentages during
the two periods. The raw values are presented in Figure 103 in the appendix. As
expected, large increases of 10% or more occur in portions of the aforementioned areas.
There are also a couple areas of decreases with the most significant ones occurring across
portions of northern Texas and southern Oklahoma. These areas were the same ones that
recorded decreases when comparing the 1960 to 2011 and 1990 to 2011 average annual
number of tornado days. Therefore, it appears that areas of the Southern Plains across
northern Texas and southern Oklahoma saw a decrease in tornado days during the 1990
to 2011 period because of fewer years with multiple tornado days. Whether this trend
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will continue or if this period only represents some kind of climatological cycle, we may
not know for some time.

Figure 48

Differences in decimal percentages between the 1960–2011 and the 1990–
2011 values for the percent of years that saw at least two tornado days
within 25 miles of a point

The percentage of years that recorded three or more tornado days shows that only
the higher risk areas of the Great Plains, the Midwest, the Deep South, and Florida see
this number of tornado days at a rate of 10% of years or greater during the 1960 to 2011
period (Figure 49). The raw values expose higher values however, with the grid in the
Tampa region of Florida experiencing three or more tornado days in just over 69% of
years during the 1960 to 2011 period. Figure 49 also attempts to show areas where,
during the 1960 to 2011 period, there was never an occurrence of three tornado days or
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more in a year. These areas are likely to never record three or more tornado days in a
year without significant changes in regional climate patterns. Reducing the time frame to
just the current period of 1990 to 2011 shows the same areas as the previous figures being
at an elevated risk of seeing years with three or more tornado days (Figure 50). In fact,
two grids, the Tampa area grid and the grid just to the east of Denver, recorded an over
70% probability of three or more tornado days in a year. Additionally, the three maxima
that appeared previously in the 1990 to 2011 average along the east coast also appear
here. This is likely due to increases in the frequency of these kinds of events in these
areas, as can be seen in Figure 51. Other increases in the frequency of these events
occurred across the Deep South, parts of the Midwest, and the Central Plains. As was
seen previously, decreases in these events occurred in some areas of the Southern Plains
as well as southern Michigan. Once again, it is important to note that these decreases
may not continue into the future and may only be the result of natural fluctuations in
climate. The raw values for each of this figures are presented in Figures 104, 105, and
106 in the appendix.
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Figure 49

Percentage of years from 1960–2011 in decimal percentages that saw at
least three tornado days per year within 25 miles of a point

Notes: Areas with a value of zero are shown in white.
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Figure 50

Percentage of years from 1990–2011 in decimal percentages that saw at
least three tornado days per year within 25 miles of a point

Notes: Areas with a value of zero are shown in white.
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Figure 51

Differences in decimal percentages between the 1960–2011 and the 1990–
2011 values for the percent of years that saw at least three tornado days
within 25 miles of a point

Lastly, expanding the criteria to at least four tornado days per year, the raw values
depict a maximum value located in the Tampa area grid. This grid recorded a value of
nearly 58% of years with at least four tornado days during the 1960 to 2011 period. This
is reflected in Figure 52, where central Florida has the highest chance of having a year
with four or more tornado days. Other high-risk areas occurred in different regions
across the Deep South, the Midwest, and the Great Plains. The smoothed values in these
areas only reach as high as just over 15%, with most of the areas recording values of less
than 5%. These data show that recording four or more tornado days in a year within 25
miles of a point is a rare event, even in the more traditional high-risk areas of the United
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States. Limiting the period to just 1990 to 2011 results in more areas with a smoothed
value of at least 5%, but the overall probabilities remain small (Figure 53). Nevertheless,
when investigating the raw values, the Tampa area grid still has a nearly 60% chance of
recording at least four tornado days in a year. This makes the Tampa area one of the
most likely areas in the United States to witness a tornado day. Figure 54 shows the
increases and decreases that have occurred between the two periods for years with four or
more tornado days. Small areas of increases occur mainly across the southern two-thirds
of the country to the east of the Rockies. Additionally, small decreases are once again
noted in the southern Plains region of northern Texas and southern Oklahoma. The raw
values are presented in Figures 107, 108, and 109 in the appendix.

Figure 52

Percentage of years from 1960–2011 in decimal percentages that saw at
least four tornado days per year within 25 miles of a point

Notes: Areas with a value of zero are shown in white.
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Figure 53

Percentage of years from 1990–2011 in decimal percentages that saw at
least four tornado days per year within 25 miles of a point

Notes: Areas with a value of zero are shown in white.
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Figure 54

Differences in decimal percentages between the 1960–2011 and the 1990–
2011 values for the percent of years that saw at least four tornado days
within 25 miles of a point

Spatial Analysis of Tornado Day Percentile Values
The investigation of certain percentiles of tornado days exposes the climatological
variability that exists in annual tornado day values over an area. Figure 55 presents the
90th-percentile values, which can be considered an extreme upper bound for
climatological purposes, of annual tornado days using the data from 1960 to 2011. The
values are likely underestimating the actual 90th-percentile threshold that would result by
reporting all tornadoes that occurred in a year, but still give a good idea of what areas are
most at risk of seeing a large number of tornado days in an extreme high-end year. As
previously mentioned, the highest values for a region tend to occur in grids that are
predominately characterized by urban areas. In this case, the highest raw value was
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recorded in the grid just to the east of Denver, where seven tornado days occur during the
90th-percentile year. Figure 55 also shows that some areas experience no tornado days in
the 90th-percentile of years. This means that climatologically speaking, these areas
rarely, if ever, see tornadoes. This figure presents a map of higher risk areas that looks
similar to the 1990 to 2011 average despite using the 1960 to 2011 period.
Unfortunately, the smoothing technique does result in some unrealistic looking patterns
in the data but by not taking the exact values and locations of cut offs between values to
be perfect, the overall message of the figure will not be lost. For reference, the raw
values have been included in Figure 110 in the appendix.

Figure 55

90th-percentile values for the number of tornado days per year within 25
miles of a point from 1960–2011

Notes: Areas with values of zero are shown in white.
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Viewing the 1990 to 2011 90th-percentile values in Figure 56, many of the same
areas continue to show high values. The highest raw value exists in the Tampa region
grid where in the 90th-percentile of years, seven tornado days occurred. Figure 57 reveals
the differences in the 1960 to 2011 and the 1990 to 2011 values. Increases and decreases
occurred in sporadic small areas throughout the country but there are a few notable
differences. Increases predominantly occur in the 90th-percentile year’s number of
tornado days occurred along areas of the East Coast as well as the Deep South, while
decreases tended to occur in the southern Plains. Both were previously evidenced when
viewing the percentage of years having at least two tornado days. Besides these
observations, the sporadic nature of these values is likely the result of a few extreme
years occurring or not occurring in a certain area during the specified periods. Therefore,
it is likely that changes in 90th-percentile values were the result of larger events occurring
earlier in the dataset or later in the dataset for particular grids. If this is the case, it is
unclear if these changes are natural or the result of a changing climate. For reference, the
raw values are presented in Figures 111 and 112 in the appendix.
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Figure 56

90th-percentile values for the number of tornado days per year within 25
miles of a point from 1990–2011

Notes: Areas with values of zero are shown in white.
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Figure 57

Difference between the 1960–2011 and 1990–2011 90th-percentile values
for the number of tornado days per year within 25 miles of a point

Alternatively, the 10th-percentile of values could also be used to justify the
locations that most often see tornado days by using this as a lower climatological
threshold. Figure 58 presents the raw values of this percentile using the data from 1960
to 2011. The results show that nearly every grid in the contiguous United States does not
record a tornado day in its lowest 10th-percentile of years. In fact, only six grids on the
map had values of greater than zero. These grids were located just to the east of Denver,
around Lubbock, around the Dallas-Fort Worth area, around the Tampa area, around the
Sarasota area, and through the many beach cities north of Miami. While it is unlikely
that these are the only areas that record tornado days in the 10th-percentile of years, the
dataset is too poor at this time to reveal anymore. In reality, many more areas along the
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coast of southern and central Florida as well as areas in the Great Plains likely receive
tornado days during their 10th-percentile year. Figure 59 presents the 10th-percentile
values using the current period, 1990 to 2011. More grids, as was expected, are likely to
see some value greater than zero during the 10th-percentile of years. In fact, the grid just
to the east of Denver, the Tampa area grid, and the Sarasota area grid would see greater
than one tornado day in their 10th-percentile of years. Based on this new period, it is
beginning to be seen that it is likely a rare event to not record a tornado day within an 80km grid in certain areas of Florida, as well as some of the higher-risked grids in the
previously mentioned “O-shaped” area across the central portion of the country. Due to
the very limited number of grids currently affected in the 10th-percentile of years when
using the historical tornado dataset, no map was made to smooth these data.
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Figure 58

Raw data for the 10th-percentile values for the number of tornado days per
year within an 80-km grid from 1960–2011

Notes: Grids with a value of zero are shown in white.
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Figure 59

Raw data for the 10th-percentile values for the number of tornado days per
year within an 80-km grid from 1990–2011

Notes: Grids with a value of zero are shown in white.
In order to find out more about what areas rarely fail to record a tornado day in a
year, the minimum threshold was raised to the 25th-percentile in order to include more
areas. Using data from 1960 to 2011, Figure 60 shows the characteristic “C-shaped”
tornado area as well as most areas along the Gulf Coast for being at risk of receiving
tornadoes during the 25th-percentile of years. Once again, a longer period of observations
would result in a more accurate and realistic map, but just taking the general pattern away
from the figure is still revealing. The gridded values reveal the sporadic nature of the
underlying data and are presented in Figure 113 in the appendix. In fact, careful
examination of the data reveals that many of the grids are still associated with urban areas
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and interstate highways, both areas where more people help lead to more reports and
fewer missed tornadoes.

Figure 60

25th-percentile values for the number of tornado days per year within 25
miles of a point from 1960–2011

Notes: Areas with values of zero are shown in white.
Reducing the period to use only data from 1990 to 2011 presents an area that
looks more similar to the 1990 to 2011 average with a large “O-shaped” higher-risk
tornado area in the center of the country and the additional higher-risk areas from Florida
up the East Coast into the Mid-Atlantic (Figure 61). Maxima even begin to appear on
this new map with areas in Central Florida and eastern Colorado recording the highest
values. However, other areas across the Great Plains, Midwest, and Deep South also
show pockets of higher values. What these maps, coupled with the previous 10th102

percentile maps, begin to show is that if all tornadoes could be recorded, it would likely
be an extreme drought of tornadoes for an area in the higher risk sections to not receive a
tornado day more than once every four years within 25 miles of a point. For some areas
like the Tampa area grid, it would be rare to not record a tornado day every year, with
other areas of central and southern Florida, as well as areas of eastern Colorado, falling
not far from this value. The raw values are presented in Figure 114 in the appendix.

Figure 61

25th-percentile values for the number of tornado days per year within 25
miles of a point from 1990–2011

Notes: Areas with values of zero are shown in white.
The differences between the 25th-percentile values for the periods 1960 to 2011
and 1990 to 2011 shows that increasing values has been the trend for most high-risk areas
(Figure 62). This makes sense when considering that the confirmation of tornadoes has
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become better throughout the years, but some areas have seen dramatic increases in their
values. The most dramatic increase of approximately 0.15 tornado days or more were
highlighted in the dark gray colors. The largest increases occurred across many areas of
the Deep South, Midwest, and central Great Plains. Interestingly, some decreases in
values did occur as well. The decreases were most concentrated in the northeast Texas,
northwest Louisiana, and central Oklahoma areas. This means that these areas were
likely to see higher values in their 25th-percentile of years during the early part of the
dataset. As was previously seen, this is likely the result of fewer years recording multiple
tornado days in these areas during the 1990 to 2011 period. For reference, the raw values
are presented in Figure 115 in the appendix.

Figure 62

Difference between the 1960–2011 and 1990–2011 25th-percentile values
for the number of tornado days per year within 25 miles of a point
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The 75th-percentile values were also investigated as an alternative upper end
threshold. The raw values once again revealed a sporadic nature of higher values as did
the 25th-percentile values. In fact, many of these higher values are in the same locations
as the higher values on the 25th-percentile maps. Figure 63 reveals the typical higherrisked tornado areas as has been seen in previous figures when using the 1960 to 2011
data. The largest raw value of 5.25 tornado days per year was recorded for the Tampa
area grid during this period. Once again, it is seen that many areas do not see tornado
days during their 75th-percentile of years, which means these areas do not often see
tornadoes. When viewing the 1990 to 2011 75th-percentile map, the transition to a shape
more reminiscent of the new tornado average map in Figure 36 becomes apparent (Figure
64). Additionally, despite the largest raw value decreasing slightly to five tornado days
per year, there are still increases for values in most areas when viewing the smoothed
figure. Figure 65 presents the difference between the two periods, with the largest
increases occurring across the east central Plains, the Southeast, and parts of the Midwest
and Mid-Atlantic. Meanwhile, decreases are once again observed, especially in northern
Texas and parts of Oklahoma. It is important to note that not all areas in this region saw
decreases, which is evidenced by the raw values. However, once the grids in this area are
smoothed, decreases are recorded as more grids had decreases than increases in these
areas. For reference, the raw values are presented in Figures 116, 117, and 118 in the
appendix.
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Figure 63

75th-percentile values for the number of tornado days per year within 25
miles of a point from 1960–2011

Notes: Areas with values of zero are shown in white.
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Figure 64

75th-percentile values for the number of tornado days per year within 25
miles of a point from 1990–2011

Notes: Areas with values of zero are shown in white.
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Figure 65

Difference between the 1960–2011 and 1990–2011 75th-percentile values
for the number of tornado days per year within 25 miles of a point

Spatial and Temporal Analysis of Consecutive Tornado Days
The investigation of consecutive tornado days is a topic that has not been widely
researched. The frequency of these events during the three periods across all of the grids
used in this study is seen in Figure 66. The numbers were calculated by summing the
values of each 400-km grid during the period, where each day has one value in each grid.
The value presents the consecutive tornado day streak that falls on that day. Events of
one-day in length are by far the most common event type using this calculation method.
Additionally, events of five-days or greater happen so infrequently that their values
cannot be seen in Figure 66. Table 2 displays the average number of events of a certain
length per year during the three periods. As is expected, events of one- and two-days in
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length have increased in frequency over time, owing to better reporting methods.
However, events of three-days or greater may be decreasing during the most recent
period. The reason for why this may be is uncertain.

Figure 66

Number of events of certain consecutive tornado day lengths from 1950–
2011

Notes: The 1960–2011 frequencies are shown in dark gray and black and the 1990–2011
frequencies are shown in black.
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Table 2

Average number of consecutive tornado day events per year of a certain
length during the three periods from 1950–2011, 1960–2011, and 1990–
2011

Figure 67 examines the number of tornado day events of any length occurring in
all of the 400-km grids used in this study on a day-by-day basis. It is seen that for all
events, a minimum is reached around the New Year and a maximum is reached around
the beginning of June. The 1990 to 2011 average shows visible increases during portions
of the fall and winter, but shows the strongest increase during the peak of the tornado
season. Figure 68 examines this same variable but only for multi-day consecutive
tornado day events during the three periods. A multi-day consecutive tornado day event
includes all events of length greater than one day. A similar minimum and maximum
exist when considering these events, though the maximum appears to shift into late May.
Additionally, the most significant increases in these multi-day events appear to be
occurring in the summer and portions of the fall. It should be noted that for both figures,
an increase from the 1950 to 2011 average values was seen from the peak of the season
into the fall. The reasoning for why events are increasing during these specific times of
the year remains uncertain but likely coincides with spatial regions that get most of their
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tornadoes during these same times of the year that are also seeing increases in these
variables.

Figure 67

Number of tornado day events of any length per day with a 61-day
smoother during the period from 1950 to 2011 (dotted line), 1960 to 2011
(dashed line), and 1990 to 2011 (smooth line)

Notes: The underlying distribution from 1950 to 2011 is shown with diamonds.
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Figure 68

Number of multi-day tornado events per day with a 61-day smoother
during the period from 1950 to 2011 (dotted line), 1960 to 2011 (dashed
line), and 1990 to 2011 (smooth line)

Notes: The underlying distribution from 1950 to 2011 is shown with diamonds.
An area that has been shown to be experiencing the largest decreases in tornado
day activity during this study was that of the Southern Plains. To understand more about
why this is occurring, Figures 69 and 70 examined the same variables as Figures 67 and
68, respectively, but this time just for four selected 400-km grids in the Southern Plains.
The grids covered an area over most of central and northern Texas as well as most of
Oklahoma. During the 1990 to 2011 period, a very slight increase in tornado day events
appears to have occurred during portions of the early spring but this is eliminated by a
drastic decrease in events during the late spring and summer. Multi-day events
alternatively, have historically occurred during a short two to three month period, mainly
during the late spring. These events have shown decreases during the 1990 to 2011
period during this whole time interval. Therefore, while it remains uncertain whether
these trends will continue, the Southern Plains has seen decreases in multi-day events, as
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well as consecutive tornado day events of any length during the late spring and summer
months. These decreases are the reason why an overall decrease in tornado day activity
has been observed in this region.

Figure 69

Number of tornado day events of any length per day with a 61-day
smoother during the period from 1950 to 2011 (dotted line), 1960 to 2011
(dashed line), and 1990 to 2011 (smooth line) from four selected grids in
the Southern Plains

Notes: The underlying distribution from 1950 to 2011 is shown with diamonds.
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Figure 70

Number of multi-day tornado events per day with a 61-day smoother
during the period from 1950 to 2011 (dotted line), 1960 to 2011 (dashed
line), and 1990 to 2011 (smooth line) from four selected grids in the
Southern Plains

Notes: The underlying distribution from 1950 to 2011 is shown with diamonds.
The bottom- and top-10 percent of years for tornado days throughout the nation,
as identified by Figure 15, were examined to find out when during the year these
increases or decreases in consecutive tornado day events and multi-day events were
occurring. The results are presented in Figures 71 and 72, respectively. The bottom-10
percent of years included the years 1962, 1963, 1964, 1969, 1987, and 1988 and the top10 percent of years included the years 1973, 1975, 1994, 1996, 1998, and 2000. Tornado
day events tend to be more likely throughout the entire year of a top-10 percent year, but
the largest difference occurs in the spring. However, when comparing this to the middle10 percent of years, which include 1965, 1970, 1978, 1980, 1991, and 2007, the large
difference in the late spring is due to a decrease in the number of consecutive tornado
days during the bottom-10 percent of years. Alternatively, in the summer and winter, it is
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the top-10 percent of years that saw an increase in the number of these events over the
middle-10 and bottom-10 percent of years. During the rest of the year, the difference
between the bottom- and top-10 percent of years is more attributable to both having less
and more consecutive tornado day events of any length when compared to the middle-10
percent of years, respectively. Overall, the low number of events in the spring help lead
to the bottom-10 percent of years while the higher number of events outside the spring
season lead to the top-10 percent of years. It should be noted that there is an apparent
shift in the maximum during the bottom-10 percent of years towards mid June, as
opposed to the beginning of June, which is the case for the middle-10 and top-10 percent
of years. This may support the conclusion that years that start slow with respect to the
number of consecutive tornado day events of any length, will not record as many events
throughout the year and will have a later and lower peak on average. Multi-day events
show a similar pattern of springtime event differences being attributable to less multi-day
events in the bottom-10 percent of years and summertime event differences being
attributable to more multi-day events in the top-10 percent of years. Interestingly, the
middle-10 percent of years actually recorded more multi-day events during the late spring
than the top-10 percent of years. This could be occurring due to the slower transition into
summer and hence the more flattened peak during the top-10 percent of years.
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Figure 71

Number of tornado day events of any length per day from 1960–2011 with
61-day smoothed lines where the top solid line is the top-10 percent of
years, the bottom solid line is the bottom-10 percent of years, and the
dashed line is the middle-10 percent of years

Notes: The raw daily values for the top-10 percent of years are shown with circles, for the
bottom-10 percent of years are shown with plus signs, and for the middle-10 percent of
years are shown with diamonds.
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Figure 72

Number of multi-day tornado events per day from 1960–2011 with 61-day
smoothed lines where the top solid line is the top-10 percent of years, the
bottom solid line is the bottom-10 percent of years, and the dashed line is
the middle-10 percent of years

Notes: The raw daily values for the top-10 percent of years are shown with circles, for the
bottom-10 percent of years are shown with plus signs, and for the middle-10 percent of
years are shown with diamonds.
Using the first method of calculating consecutive tornado days from the methods
section, various maps are produced to view where events of certain lengths were most
likely to occur. To understand more about the nature of this variable, three different
periods were used to create these maps, though only the two most recent periods were
smoothed, as has been done for previous variables in this paper. Using the first method
of calculating consecutive tornado days means that one-day events are simply the number
of tornado days that a grid experiences in a year. Therefore, these figures can also be
viewed as the average annual number of tornado days within a 400-km grid. For all three
periods, the raw value maximum average annual number of tornado days occurs in
southern Florida, which matches the information presented previously. The raw values of
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the 1950 to 2011 period present the typical “C-shaped” high-risk area expanding across
the Deep South, Great Plains, and Midwest as well as the maximum in Florida.
However, as was seen for the 80-km grids, the 1960 to 2011 figure (Figure 73) begins to
show the transition towards the shape of the 1990 to 2011 average, which covers most of
the Great Plains, Midwest, and Deep South in higher numbers as well as Florida and
some higher risk areas along the east coast. Within a 400-km by 400-km area, the 1960
to 2011 average shows that most areas in the traditional tornado alley region experience
at least 12 tornado days per year. A maximum of 18 to 21 tornado days per year is found
in both south central Florida as well as in a small area mainly in southwest Mississippi.
However, the 1990 to 2011 figure (Figure 74) presents only one maximum in south
central Florida with a higher average of 21 to 24 tornado days per year. The Great Plains
still experiences at least 12 tornado days per year on average within a 400-km by 400-km
area, but the higher risk area of 15 to 18 tornado days per year no longer exists across
portions of Texas and Oklahoma. This leads to two higher-risked areas of tornado days,
one across the Deep South and one across the central Plains, with a maximum in eastern
Colorado and western Kansas. Unlike the 80-km assessment, the 400-km analysis shows
only minimal increases along the east coast north of Florida likely due to the size of the
grids. The gridded values are presented in Figures 119, 120, and 121 in the appendix for
reference.
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Figure 73

Smoothed values for the average number of one-day events per year within
a 400-km by 400-km area from 1960–2011
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Figure 74

Smoothed values for the average number of one-day events per year within
a 400-km by 400-km area from 1990–2011

Events of two consecutive days in length for the same periods are presented in
Figures 75 and 76. All of the periods’ values show a pattern that looks more like an “Lshape” from the Great Plains into the Deep South. This would lead to the conclusion that
the Midwest is at less of a risk of events that result in two consecutive tornado days and
instead record most of their tornado days from single-day events. The raw values from
1950 to 2011 present a maximum in central Oklahoma, but eliminating the first ten years
of data results in the maximum shifting to the High Plains area. By then 1990 to 2011
period, a maximum of 4 to 5 two-day events per year exists in eastern Colorado.
Additionally, it is seen that southern Florida is once again at a greater risk of seeing two120

day events. The gridded values are presented in Figures 122, 123, and 124 in the
appendix for reference.

Figure 75

Smoothed values for the average number of two-day events per year within
a 400-km by 400-km area from 1960–2011
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Figure 76

Smoothed values for the average number of two-day events per year within
a 400-km by 400-km area from 1990–2011

Three-day events become much rarer, with no grid recording an average higher
than one of these events per year, as seen in Figures 77 and 78 for the periods 1960 to
2011 and 1990 to 2011, respectively. This means that if every grid across the nation had
an average year, there would be no three-day events. The highest risk areas for these
events are once again located over the Great Plains and it is seen that the Deep South has
much lower numbers for this event length. This means that while two-day events do
occur across the Deep South, three-day events appear to be rare in these areas. However,
the 1990 to 2011 average presents slightly higher numbers across the Deep South
meaning these events may be not quite as rare. This increase could be due to an actual
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increase that occurred during this period across the Deep South or simply due to better
observations during this period. The Great Plains remains the highest risk for these
events, but the maximum has shifted northward out of the panhandle of Texas and into
the High Plains areas of eastern Colorado, western Kansas, and southwest Nebraska.
Events of this length are likely favored in these regions as dry lines commonly set up in
these regions. The maximum that was previously seen across southern Florida for oneand two-day events no longer exists for three-day events, though lesser values are present
in the more current average. This signifies that three-day events in southern Florida are
likely quite rare. The gridded values are presented in Figures 125, 126, and 127 for
reference.

Figure 77

Smoothed values for the average number of three-day events per year
within a 400-km by 400-km area from 1960–2011
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Figure 78

Smoothed values for the average number of three-day events per year
within a 400-km by 400-km area from 1990–2011

Four-day events are presented in Figures 79 and 80. The Great Plains is the hot
spot for these events again, with the highest values of 0.2 to 0.3 events per year occurring
in these areas in the 1950 to 2011 and 1960 to 2011 averages. Areas with this magnitude
of average have a four-day event somewhere between not quite every three years to about
once every five years. Most of the Great Plains saw at least 0.1 of these events annually
on average meaning that one would occur at least every 10 years in a 400-km grid. Once
again, this likely has to do with the set up of dry lines in these areas resulting in
numerous days of severe weather. Viewing it this way, it becomes apparent that these
events are so rare that using a short period such as 1990 to 2011 could easily result in an
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inaccurate climatological average, with this likely still occurring for the longer period of
1960 to 2011. Nevertheless, the 1990 to 2011 average shows an increase in the averages
across portions of the Central Plains to 0.3 to 0.4 events per year. However, most areas
in the northern and southern Plains saw a decrease in the number of these four-day
events. This may have to do with these events actually decreasing or the 1990 to 2011
period could just be a time with fewer of these events occurring across these areas. One
thing to take away from the 1960 to 2011 map in Figure 79 is that, climatologically, this
length of event is still possible to occur almost anywhere to the east of the Rockies with
the exception of New England and perhaps the Appalachians area of West Virginia. For
reference, the gridded values are included in Figures 128, 129, and 130 in the appendix.
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Figure 79

Smoothed values for the average number of four-day events per year within
a 400-km by 400-km area from 1960–2011

Notes: Areas with values of zero are shown in white.
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Figure 80

Smoothed values for the average number of four-day events per year within
a 400-km by 400-km area from 1990–2011

Notes: Areas with values of zero are shown in white.
Five-day events become extremely rare with the largest raw values in the 1950 to
2011 and 1960 to 2011 averages on the order of 0.05 to 0.1 events per year. This equates
to five-day events occurring once every 10 to 20 years within a 400-km by 400-km area.
Figures 81 and 82 present the smoothed maps for the 1960 to 2011 and 1990 to 2011
periods, respectively. The 1960 to 2011 values show that while very rare, occurring less
than once every 20 years, five-day events have happened across the Great Plains as well
as many areas in the Midwest and Southeast. It appears that the Great Plains are at the
highest risk of seeing these events with certain areas recording this kind of event once
every 10 to 20 years. Slightly higher averages exist for the 1990 to 2011 average with
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values falling between 0.1 and 0.15 events per year, but this is likely due to three events
occurring in the same grid during this period as opposed to just one or two events.
Regardless, the raw values show a sporadic tendency, mainly being scattered across the
central portions of the nation. For reference, the gridded values are included in Figures
131, 132, and 133 in the appendix. This sporadic tendency is likely due to the rarity of
these events as opposed to regional hot spots. In the most recent 22 years of the dataset,
only eight of these events have occurred within the 400-km grids, with three of these
events affecting the High Plains of eastern Colorado and western Kansas. In fact, since
the beginning of the tornado dataset, only 35 five-day events have occurred within the
400-km grids used in this study.
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Figure 81

Smoothed values for the average number of five-day events per year within
a 400-km by 400-km area from 1960–2011

Notes: Areas with values of zero are shown in white.
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Figure 82

Smoothed values for the average number of five-day events per year within
a 400-km by 400-km area from 1990–2011

Notes: Areas with values of zero are shown in white.
Due to the rarity of six-day events, smoothed figures were not created for these
values. Instead, the raw values are presented for the three periods in Figures 83, 84, and
85. The 1950 to 2011 and 1960 to 2011 averages present nearly the same information,
with one grid resulting in a different average due to an event that occurred in the 1950s.
Overall, only eight six-day events have occurred in the grids used in this study since
1950, with three of these events having occurred in the grid located in southwest Texas.
This means that in the highest-risk grid, these events still only occur about once every 17
to 20 years. The events themselves took place in June of 1957, September of 1967
(twice, as it was part of a seven-day event), April of 1973, May of 1987 (twice, as it was
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part of a seven-day event), May of 1989, and late July/early August of 1996. Judging by
the areas where these rare events have occurred, it appears that these events are most
likely across the south and central portions of the Plains. The 1990 to 2011 average map
only has one grid highlighted as only one six-day event occurred in this period. This is
interesting considering that seven events occurred in the 30 years prior to this period,
with an average of one event occurring about once every five years during the first 40
years of the dataset. It is unclear as to why this length of event appears to have decreased
in frequency in recent times, with the last event occurring in 1996. However, previous
droughts for six-day events of this magnitude have occurred in the past, such as between
the 1973 and 1987 events.
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Figure 83

Raw values for the average number of six-day events per year within a 400km grid from 1950–2011

Notes: Grids with values of zero are shown in white.
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Figure 84

Raw values for the average number of six-day events per year within a 400km grid from 1960–2011

Notes: Grids with values of zero are shown in white.
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Figure 85

Raw values for the average number of six-day events per year within a 400km grid from 1990–2011

Notes: Grids with values of zero are shown in white.
During the period since 1950, only two events of seven days in length have
occurred. Both of these events occurred in southern Texas, with one occurring during
late September of 1967 and the other in late May of 1987. Interestingly, these events
come during years that did not have many tornado days themselves, falling in the minima
years in the tornado day cycle mentioned previously in Figure 15. The event of late
September 1967 was likely the direct result of Hurricane Beulah, but the event in late
May of 1987 has no such explanation. The raw values for the period 1950 to 2011 are
presented in Figure 86 and once again, due to the rarity of these events, no smoothed
maps were created. Additionally, the 1960 to 2011 map was not shown because it looked
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identical to the 1950 to 2011 period due to the limited number of events. It is also seen
that none of these events have occurred during the most recent period from 1990 to 2011,
thus no figure was included for this period either. The last recorded event of this length
was nearly 25 years ago, but for events of this length, it is statistically normal given that
one of these events may occur about once every 20 years. No events of greater than
seven-days in length have ever occurred within one of the 400-km grids used in this
study.

Figure 86

Raw values for the average number of seven-day events per year within a
400-km grid from 1950–2011

Notes: Grids with a value of zero are shown in white.
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The average length of a consecutive tornado day event is presented in Figures 87,
88, and 89 for the three separate periods. Three grids in each of the periods are shown in
white, which symbolizes an average of less than one consecutive tornado. What this
actually means is that for these three grids, there has never been a tornado day and thus,
the average for the grid is zero. Outside of these three grids, most averages across the
country were at or just above one consecutive tornado day. This is due to the large
number of events that occur as just single-day events, as well as due to the nature of the
calculation used. Analyzing the figures, the 1950 to 2011 period clearly depicts the Great
Plains as having the highest average between 1.2 and 1.3 consecutive tornado days per
event. Additionally, much of the area east of the Rockies, with the exception of a few
areas in the Northeast and Mid-Atlantic regions, still recorded an average event of 1.1 to
1.2 consecutive tornado days. The elimination of the first ten years of the dataset results
in very little change to the overall patterns of the previously analyzed figure. The Great
Plains maintains its same shape and intensity category except for the grid in southwest
Texas, which actually increased its average event length to 1.3 to 1.4 consecutive tornado
days. Meanwhile, the areas east of the Rockies remain at roughly the same intensity
category until the period is limited to just the most recent times. When this is done, not
only do some areas in the Northeast and Mid-Atlantic not record an average event length
of at least 1.1 consecutive tornado days, but so does one grid in the Midwest.
Additionally, two grids’ average lengths increased into the 1.1 to 1.2 consecutive days
category that had previously not recorded average lengths of this magnitude. One of
these grids was located across the northern Plains in eastern Montana and western North
Dakota, but the other grid was located in a more surprising location west of the Rockies
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in the heart of Arizona. The hot spot region of the Great Plains also took on a new shape,
recording reductions in averages across much of southern and central Texas as well as
portions of eastern Nebraska and Missouri. However, not everywhere in the Great Plains
saw decreases, with two grids recording averages in the 1.3 to 1.4 consecutive tornado
day interval. Not surprisingly, one of the grids is located on the High Plains of eastern
Colorado and western Kansas, but the other grid was located mainly in Arkansas.

Figure 87

Raw values for the average event length within a 400-km grid during the
period of 1950–2011

Notes: Grids with a value of zero are shown in white.
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Figure 88

Raw values for the average event length within a 400-km grid during the
period of 1960–2011

Notes: Grids with a value of zero are shown in white.
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Figure 89

Raw values for the average event length within a 400-km grid during the
period of 1990–2011

Notes: Grids with a value of zero are shown in white.
In order to understand more about where increases and decreases in the average
length of consecutive tornado day events have occurred, the difference between the 1960
to 2011 and 1990 to 2011 averages was calculated in Figure 90. The figure presents two
areas of large decreases, one across portions of southern and western Texas and another
in an area running from eastern Nebraska southeast into Missouri and northeast into
northern Illinois and Indiana. The largest decreases were confined to the Texas area
however, where the two grids along the southern border of the state both saw a decrease
of at least 0.1 consecutive tornado days. These decreases could have occurred due to
fewer longer-length events occurring, more shorter-length events occurring, or a
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combination of the two. Increases meanwhile, occurred in many areas ranging from the
Deep South, to northern Wisconsin and the Upper Peninsula of Michigan, to portions of
the west, mainly in Nevada and central Arizona. The largest increase occurred for the
grid across northeast Wisconsin and the Upper Peninsula of Michigan where an increase
of 0.066 consecutive tornado days occurred. Increases in any of these grids may have
occurred due to a decrease in shorter-length events, an increase in longer-length events,
or a combination of the two. For reference, the gridded values were included in Figure
134 in the appendix.

Figure 90

Smoothed values for the difference between the 1960–2011 and 1990–2011
average event length within a 400-km by 400-km area
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Lastly, an investigation into the 99.98th-percentile length of consecutive tornado
day events was conducted. The method of this calculation involved using all days, even
those without tornadoes, to find the desired percentile length. This percentile length was
chosen to match an event that would occur on average about once every 10 years. The
results of this analysis are seen in Figure 91, where grids with a value of zero are
presented in white. A grid with a value of zero means that it would be a rare event for
this grid to get a tornado. The grids presented in the lightest gray color have a value of
one consecutive tornado day. These grids would have an extreme consecutive tornado
day event if they were to get an event that was greater than one consecutive tornado day
in length. As expected, the grids with the longest length events occur mainly in the Great
Plains, the southern Midwest, and the Southeast. These areas will see an event of three
consecutive tornado days at least once every 10 years. The highest risk area is across the
Central Great Plains where three grids recorded a 99.98th-percentile value of four
consecutive tornado days. It is seen therefore, that even the highest risk 400-km grids in
the United States would not see a consecutive tornado day event of five days or greater
during a typical 10 year time span.
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Figure 91

Raw values for the 99.98th percentile consecutive tornado day event length
within a 400-km grid during the period of 1960–2011

Notes: Grids with a value of zero are shown in white.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS

The historical tornado dataset is an incomplete record of a short sample of the
climatology of tornadoes in the United States. Despite this fact, a nearly normal
distribution of annual tornado days nationally can be acquired, as opposed to just an
annual number of tornadoes nationally, allowing analysis to be undertaken. Furthermore,
using the period of 1960 to 2011 results in a more normally distributed distribution of
tornado days by eliminating the poor-data years of the 1950s. The 1960 to 2011 period
used in many of the statistics in this study is also one of the longest periods used to define
tornado climatology of the United States when compared to previous literature.
Potentially for this reason, a previously unknown pattern appears to exist in the number
of tornado days that occur in the United States each year. The pattern followed a 20- to
25-year cycle of maxima and minima but it did not correlate well with any of the
teleconnection variables used in this study.
Ignoring this temporal pattern, the number of 80-km grids experiencing at least
one tornado day in a given year was the best indicator for the number of tornado days that
occurred throughout the country in that same year. Grids with at least two, three, four,
and five tornado days showed decreasing correlations. Graphing these variables over
time resulted in the similar 20- to 25-year pattern of maxima and minima, suggesting that
the extent that tornadoes cover in a year, as well as the number of grids receiving higher
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numbers of tornado days, are the driving forces behind the number of tornado days that
occur across the nation in a year. High-risk grids, defined as grids that had a 1960 to
2011 average of at least one tornado day per year, that recorded an above-average
number of tornado days showed a weak positive relationship with the annual number of
tornado days. Graphing this variable over time also results in the similar 20- to 25-year
pattern of maxima and minima. Using all above-average grids, however, results in the
similar pattern but with slightly greater amplitude between periods of maxima and
minima. These results show that despite considerable interannual variability, years with
more tornado days across the country are more likely to experience a greater spatial
extent of tornado days, rather than increased tornado-day frequency within the usual
areas. Increased tornado-day frequency within the usual areas does play some role in
determining the annual number of tornado days nationally however.
Analyzing the consecutive nature of tornado days once more revealed the 20- to
25-year cycle of maxima and minima. This pattern was also somewhat evident when
viewing the average length of consecutive tornado-day events in a year. In general, years
with more tornado days nationally were more likely to have more consecutive tornado
day events, though the strength of this relationship declined with increasing event length.
This was likely the case due to the rarity of longer-length events in the current dataset. It
is possible that if a longer period of record was used that the decreasing strength of these
relationships would not be as great. Nevertheless, multi-day events have remained nearly
constant over time. One-day events that were not part of longer events have fluctuated,
however, with a period of decreasing from the 1950s to around 1980, followed by an
increasing trend in the 1980s and steady values over the past 20 years. This trend could
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be a simple figment of the dataset however, due to the greater likelihood of missing a
tornado day earlier in the period. The fact that longer-length consecutive tornado day
events have remained nearly constant since 1960 implies that while extreme years can
and do exist, the overall synoptic conditions that drive most of these events are not
changing or are at least not changing enough to alter the frequency of these events.
The United States is the most tornado-prone country in the world and, therefore, a
firm understanding of the spatial climatology of these events is crucial. Unfortunately,
previous studies have tended to ignore the obvious variability that exists in tornadoes
from year to year and opted to present averages over time. Averages fail to explain
anything about the variability that a certain area may experience from year to year and
therefore, make it difficult to thoroughly understand the most active tornado areas of the
United States. The 1950 to 2011 and 1960 to 2011 average maps produced in this study
result in figures that match those from previous literature both spatially and in magnitude,
which helps to validate the methods used. Therefore, the average map produced for the
most-recent period of 1990 to 2011, which uses the best data period, should represent a
closer to reality average. However, when viewing the raw gridded values, it is shown
that it is highly likely that tornadoes are still being missed, especially in rural areas.
Regardless of this, the new average map reveals two potentially major things. First, if we
are to assume no changes are occurring due to climate change or other natural variability
cycles and, rather, that this period is just a closer representation to the truth, many more
areas across the eastern half of the United States are as prone to tornado days as the
typical tornado alley area than has been previously proven. This is evident by viewing
the differences between the 1960 to 2011 average and the 1990 to 2011 average, as many
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areas outside the Great Plains experienced large increases in their average annual number
of tornado days. Additionally, the typical “C-shaped” high risk area located across the
center of the country has transformed into more on an “O-shape”. None of the areas
across the country had statistically significant trends when the data were smoothed but
the raw gridded values did reveal some significant trends. This was likely due to the
small size of the dataset and it was proven that given a longer period, some of the trends
between these two periods would likely be statistically significant. While it is likely that
most, if not all, of this change is due to better recording of tornadoes during the 1990 to
2011 period, the question must be brought up of whether any of this is due to climate
change. This is the potentially second major thing to be presented in this new 1990 to
2011 average. If some of these changes are due to climate change, how would we be able
to discern the difference between actual change and better observations?
One way may be to look at tornado day return times to see how these values have
changed. When considering the percentage of years that saw at least one tornado day, as
expected, the “C-shaped” area of higher risk areas extending from the Midwest west into
the north central Great Plains, south into the southern Plains, and east into the Deep
South is apparent during the 1960 to 2011 period. The 1990 to 2011 period however,
presents these same areas, as well as an area that connects the Midwest to the Deep
South, resulting in more of an “O-shaped” high-risk area. During this most recent-period
of 22 years, two 80-km grids recorded a tornado day every year and 20 grids recorded
tornadoes in at least 20 of the 22 years. The differences in percentage values between the
two periods shows that most of the areas that experienced an increase in tornado days
also experienced an increase in this value. This suggests that averages are increasing in
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these areas due to more years recording tornado days but also, as evidenced by the figures
presenting the percent of years with at least two, three, and four tornado days, more
tornado days occurring in a year. The question of whether this is due to better
observations or climate change remains, however. Meanwhile, most of the areas that
recorded decreases in tornado days did not record a decrease in the number of years with
at least one tornado day, with the exception of portions of New England. Therefore,
areas experiencing fewer tornado days overall are actually experiencing more years with
fewer tornado days, rather than a decrease in years experiencing any tornado days. This
is further evidenced by the figures that present the percent of years that saw at least two,
three, and four tornado days. These figures also show that the highest-risk areas for the
number of years receiving more than one tornado day occur in the same areas that record
higher averages of annual tornado days.
Assessing the 10th-, 25th-, 75th-, and 90th-percentile tornado-day values for the
country once again reveals that areas with higher averages tend to receive more tornado
days in even their lowest percentile of years. Additionally, the 90th-percentile values
reveal that every area to the east of the Rockies in the continental United States is at risk
of seeing a tornado at some point. To the west of the Rockies, many areas have at least
some chance of getting a tornado, but there may be a few areas that, based solely on
climatology, may never get one. Interestingly, the 10th-percentile values reveal that very
few areas receive a tornado day in their most inactive years. Meanwhile, the 25th-and
75th-percentiles portray the same basic high-risk-area shapes as the averages during their
respective periods. One thing that is apparent in the differences between the 1990 to
2011 and 1960 to 2011 values for all four percentiles is the same areas that recorded
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increases or decreases in their values at these percentiles, also recorded increases or
decreases in their average values. This implies that, for many of these areas, the
increases or decreases are occurring due to changes during all percentile years, rather
than just the extremes.
The investigation of consecutive tornado-day events reveals that the vast majority
of events are only one day in length, with longer-length events becoming increasingly
rare. As expected, one- and two-day events have increased throughout time, owing to
better observations. However, events of three days or greater may have actually
decreased in frequency during the most-recent period of 1990 to 2011. This decrease
may be the result of natural variation, as certain periods may not have as many long
length events, but it also could be an indicator of a changing tornado climate. This
changing climate could be resulting from less-frequent synoptic-scale events, fastermoving synoptic-scale events, both of these reasons, or something else entirely such as
dry line processes. Overall, consecutive-day events of any length are most likely to occur
near the beginning of June, with a minimum around New Year’s. Increases over time are
most evident during the peak of the season as well as portions of the fall and winter.
Multi-day events conversely, show a maximum in late May with increases over time
occurring mainly in the summer and fall. The time of year that these increases are
occurring suggests that more single-day events in the fall and winter are helping boost the
tornado day numbers across the Deep South, an area that typically experiences elevated
tornado risk throughout the fall, winter, and spring. Additionally, areas in the northern
half of the country, where the most tornadoes occur during the summer, are receiving
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more multi-day events. Whether this is due to better observations or an actual shift in
climate is unknown.
The southern Plains is the area in this study that saw the largest decreases in
tornado days in almost every variable. Analyses revealed that a drastic decrease occurred
in consecutive tornado-day events during the late spring and summer as well as multi-day
events throughout the entire time this area is at risk for these events, which is the late
spring. These two decreases are what led to the overall decreases seen in all of the
tornado day variables. Therefore, the southern Plains is seeing fewer multi-day events
throughout its tornado season and fewer events, in general, during the second half of its
tornado season. A comparison of the average number of tornado days from 1960 to 2011
and 1990 to 2011 revealed that for eight selected grids in west central Oklahoma, that the
decrease was statistically significant. If this is the result of a shift in climate, it would
support the findings of Lee (2012) that less tornado activity will occur in these regions
under enhanced emission scenarios.
Analysis of the bottom-10 percent of years and the top-10 percent of years for
total number of tornado days in the continental United States reveals that the top-10
percent of years are likely to have more consecutive tornado-day events and multi-day
events on every day throughout the year. The largest difference between the two
categories of years occurs during the peak of the season in the spring. Compared to the
middle-10 percent of years, it is the bottom-10 percent of years that are receiving fewer
consecutive tornado-day events in the spring. The summer and fall months saw just the
opposite, with the bottom-10 percent of years seeing little difference from the average
value. The rest of the year’s differences between the top-10 and bottom-10 percent of
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year’s values were equally attributable to increases and decreases when compared to the
middle-10 percent of years. The spring season therefore, has the greatest effect on a
year’s total number of tornado days. Additionally, a shift in the peak of the bottom-10
percent of years towards mid-June may indicate that years that start with a low number of
tornado days will see a later, but less-extreme, peak in tornado days than an average year.
Multi-day events revealed that the years with the most tornado days tend to not have an
extreme number of multi-day events unless they occur during the summer and early fall.
In fact, the middle-10 percent of years recorded higher numbers of multi-day events
during the late spring, perhaps owing to a faster transition to summer. The years with the
least tornado days however, receive fewer multi-day events nearly year-round when
compared to the middle-10 and top-10 percent of years.
Spatially, single-day events present similar results to those of the 80-km grid
averages, with the biggest difference being a blurring of some hot spots due to the larger
grid size, especially along the east coast. Two-day events present an “L-shaped” area of
higher risk across the Great Plains and Deep South, as well as an area across southern
Florida. This implies that many of the tornadoes across the Midwest, and especially
along the eastern seaboard north of Florida, typically occur in event lengths of one day.
Three-day events become rare outside of the Great Plains, but an area of somewhat
higher risk still exists across southern Florida and portions of the Deep South. These
events occur at rates of less than once a year, on average, in even the highest-risk areas.
Comparing the 1960 to 2011 average to the 1990 to 2011 average for events of these
lengths reveals that the maximum previously across northern Texas has shifted north and
east into Oklahoma and Arkansas. This may reflect a shift in the typical location of dry
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lines during the severe weather season. Four-day events are largely confined to the
central Great Plains and into Arkansas, but have occurred across many portions of the
United States east of the Rockies. Five-day events, alternatively, are so rare that the
highest-risk grid sees one about every 10 years, on average. These events have mainly
occurred in the central portions of the nation, and, due to their rarity, it is difficult to
discern much more about their climatology. The same can be said for events of six- and
seven-days in length, but it appears these events have been most-favored across portions
of the South and Central Plains. An event of eight days or greater has never occurred in
the historical tornado record using the grids from this study.
Another way to view spatially where multi-day tornado events occur is to view an
average event length. The results show the Great Plains with the highest average event
length, but in recent times, the southern Plains, as well as portions of the northern Plains,
saw a decrease in their average event length. This decrease was likely due to fewer
multi-day events as opposed to more one-day events. Increases likely from more multiday events occurred across the Deep South, portions of Nevada, and northern Wisconsin
and the upper peninsula of Michigan. It is interesting that the last two areas mentioned
actually recorded decreases in the average number of tornado days they are experiencing.
This would imply that while receiving fewer tornado days, the tornado days they are
receiving are becoming more consecutive in nature. The 99.98th percentile, or the longest
event length that typically occurs about once every 10 years in a 400-km grid, reveals that
the south-central Plains is the area with the greatest risk for multi-day events, receiving a
four-day event at least once every 10 years. However, areas across the Great Plains,
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southern Midwest, and most of the Southeast are also at risk of longer-length events,
receiving a three-day event at least once every 10 years.
The culmination of all the results suggests that there are many different regions
that receive tornadoes with distinct climatological differences, including drastic
differences in interannual variability. An additional concern is that of a changing
climate, which could be altering the locations that typically get tornadoes or the number
of tornado days they typically receive. The Southeast sees more fatalities from tornadoes
than anywhere else in the nation and this is likely due to a year-round threat of tornado
days (Ashley 2007). The Great Plains conversely, typically has a short defined season as
evidenced by the large number of multi-day events that occur over this region. There are
advantages and disadvantages to each of these ways of accumulating tornado days. The
advantages of a short season are that people will be more aware of potential threats
because they know when the threat peaks and to expect this threat every year. The
disadvantages for a short season are the many multi-day events that occur. These events
are likely to result in mounting stresses on people over time and can result in people
ignoring warnings if they are not directly affected by previous warnings. The advantage
of a longer season is that multi-day events are rarer. This allows people time to recover
from one disaster and prepare for the next, both physically and emotionally. The
disadvantage to a longer season is that tornadoes can strike over a longer period of the
year meaning people must always be prepared for days when a tornado could occur.
The research succeeded in identifying the areas that are most at risk for tornado
days, as well as provided more information about the variability of events. While most
locations did record steady values or increases in tornado days, there were a few regions
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that recorded decreases in many of the tornado day variables. This was perhaps a
surprising result given the considerable advances in technology and methods that have
led to a greater number of tornadoes being reported across the nation. Consecutive
tornado-day events had experienced changes in some areas but it was unclear as to
whether this was a natural fluctuation or a change in the climate. With the most recent
period showing decreases in longer length events, either option could be possible, and
this should be monitored closely in the future. However, it is important to note that these
longer length events were very rare, and, therefore, a few more or less of these events can
greatly alter the statistics of these variables. Tornado day interannual variability is quite
large and this research has shown that at least one and perhaps additional cycles of
variability exist in the data. Future research will be needed to understand the
mechanisms behind these patterns and whether any of it can be attributed to a changing
climate. Attempting to correlate the 20- to 25-year cycle of annual number of tornado
days with measures of drought, soil moisture, or a way to assess the start of a
meteorological summer, may yield positive results. Additional research into the
significance of the changes identified in this research could provide evidence for a
changing tornado climate that may also correlate with the annual number of tornado days.
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SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURES
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Figure 92

Raw values for the average number of tornado days per year within an 80km grid from 1950–2011

Figure 93

Raw values for the average number of tornado days per year within an 80km grid from 1960–2011
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Figure 94

Raw values for the average number of tornado days per year within an 80km grid from 1990–2011

Figure 95

Raw values for the increases and decreases in the number of tornado days
occurring per year within an 80-km grid as calculated by subtracting the
1990–2011 average from 1960–2011 average
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Figure 96

Raw values for the p-values depicting the probability that the 1960 to 2011
average number of tornado days is different from the 1990 to 2011 average
number of tornado days where values greater than 0.5 are shaded in white

Figure 97

Raw values for the p-values depicting the probability that the 1960 to 1989
average number of tornado days is different from the 1990 to 2011 average
number of tornado days where values greater than 0.5 are shaded in white
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Figure 98

Raw values of the percentage of years from 1960–2011 in decimal
percentages that saw at least one tornado day within an 80-km grid where
grids with a values of less than 0.10 are white

Figure 99

Raw values of the percentage of years from 1990–2011 in decimal
percentages that saw at least one tornado day within an 80-km grid where
grids with a values of less than 0.10 are white
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Figure 100

Raw values for the differences in decimal percentages between the 1960–
2011 and the 1990–2011 values for the percent of years that saw at least
one tornado day within an 80-km grid

Figure 101

Raw values of the percentage of years from 1960–2011 in decimal
percentages that saw at least two tornado days within an 80-km grid where
grids with a values of less than 0.10 are white
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Figure 102

Raw values of the percentage of years from 1990–2011 in decimal
percentages that saw at least two tornado days within an 80-km grid where
grids with a values of less than 0.10 are white

Figure 103

Raw values for the differences in decimal percentages between the 1960–
2011 and the 1990–2011 values for the percent of years that saw at least
two tornado days within an 80-km grid
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Figure 104

Raw values of the percentage of years from 1960–2011 in decimal
percentages that saw at least three tornado days within an 80-km grid

Figure 105

Raw values of the percentage of years from 1990–2011 in decimal
percentages that saw at least three tornado days within an 80-km grid
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Figure 106

Raw values for the differences in decimal percentages between the 1960–
2011 and the 1990–2011 values for the percent of years that saw at least
three tornado days within an 80-km grid

Figure 107

Raw values of the percentage of years from 1960–2011 in decimal
percentages that saw at least four tornado days within an 80-km grid
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Figure 108

Raw values of the percentage of years from 1990–2011 in decimal
percentages that saw at least four tornado days within an 80-km grid

Figure 109

Raw values for the differences in decimal percentages between the 1960–
2011 and the 1990–2011 values for the percent of years that saw at least
four tornado days within an 80-km grid
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Figure 110

Raw data for the 90th-percentile values for the number of tornado days per
year within an 80-km grid from 1960–2011 where grids with a value of
zero are white

Figure 111

Raw data for the 90th-percentile values for the number of tornado days per
year within an 80-km grid from 1990–2011 where grids with a value of
zero are white
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Figure 112

Raw data for the difference between the 1960–2011 and 1990–2011 90thpercentile values for the number of tornado days per year within an 80-km
grid

Figure 113

Raw data for the 25th-percentile values for the number of tornado days per
year within an 80-km grid from 1960–2011 where grids with a value of
zero are white
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Figure 114

Raw data for the 25th-percentile values for the number of tornado days per
year within an 80-km grid from 1990–2011 where grids with a value of
zero are white

Figure 115

Raw data for the difference between the 1960–2011 and 1990–2011 25thpercentile values for the number of tornado days per year within an 80-km
grid
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Figure 116

Raw data for the 75th-percentile values for the number of tornado days per
year within an 80-km grid from 1960–2011 where grids with a value of
zero are white

Figure 117

Raw data for the 75th-percentile values for the number of tornado days per
year within an 80-km grid from 1990–2011 where grids with a value of
zero are white
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Figure 118

Raw data for the difference between the 1960–2011 and 1990–2011 75thpercentile values for the number of tornado days per year within an 80-km
grid

Figure 119

Raw values for the average number of one-day events per year within a
400-km grid from 1950–2011
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Figure 120

Raw values for the average number of one-day events per year within a
400-km grid from 1960–2011

Figure 121

Raw values for the average number of one-day events per year within a
400-km grid from 1990–2011
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Figure 122

Raw values for the average number of two-day events per year within a
400-km grid from 1950–2011

Figure 123

Raw values for the average number of two-day events per year within a
400-km grid from 1960–2011
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Figure 124

Raw values for the average number of two-day events per year within a
400-km grid from 1990–2011

Figure 125

Raw values for the average number of three-day events per year within a
400-km grid from 1950–2011
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Figure 126

Raw values for the average number of three-day events per year within a
400-km grid from 1960–2011

Figure 127

Raw values for the average number of three-day events per year within a
400-km grid from 1990–2011
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Figure 128

Raw values for the average number of four-day events per year within a
400-km grid from 1950–2011 where grids with a value of zero are white

Figure 129

Raw values for the average number of four-day events per year within a
400-km grid from 1960–2011 where grids with a value of zero are white
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Figure 130

Raw values for the average number of four-day events per year within a
400-km grid from 1990–2011 where grids with a value of zero are white

Figure 131

Raw values for the average number of five-day events per year within a
400-km grid from 1950–2011 where grids with a value of zero are white
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Figure 132

Raw values for the average number of five-day events per year within a
400-km grid from 1960–2011 where grids with a value of zero are white

Figure 133

Raw values for the average number of five-day events per year within a
400-km grid from 1990–2011 where grids with a value of zero are white
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Figure 134

Raw values for the difference between the 1960–2011 and 1990–2011
average event length within a 400-km grid
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